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July 20, 1977

International Paper Company
Georgetown, SC 29440

Attention: Mr. R. V Touchette
Mill Manager

SUBJECT: Metallographic Report

Gentlemen:

Attached is our laboratory report of the metallographic eamination of a
failed tube from theNo. 1 Power Recovery Boiler. This failure was detected
on June 3 at a point near the mud drum in the bottom row of tubes entering
the drum on the side away from the furnace (the cooler side). The actual
failure was in the shape of a "V" approximately 3/16" diameter on the inside
surface of the tube culminating in the pinhole on the outside surface. Just
adjacent to this V-shaped hole wa a heavy layer of what appeared to be pure
copper’approximately 3/8" diameter and 0.025" in thickness. The top and the
bottom of the tube were not indicated, but there was a slightly acid attacked
channel area which we assumed to be the bottom of this nearly horizontal
swaged tube. The copper plated area and the pinhole failure are located in
approximately the 7 o’Clock position relative to this acid damaged area.
Further, it should be noted that the pinhole failure is in the transition
zone of the swaged tube.

The attached report contains both macro and micro photos taken to characterize
the failure. The observed microstructure is normal and there is not any
evidence which points to the cause of the failure or to the cause of the heavy
copper plating.

The tube section xeceived was thoroughly brushed to remove deposits and the
sample was identified by X-ray diffraction, mi.croscopic examination and
emission spec as follows.:

MAJOR: Magnetic iron oxide (magnetite)

MINOR: Copper metal

LOW MINOR: Ferric oxide (hematite)

TRACE: Hydrated ferricoxide
Calcium phosphate (probably hydroxyapatite)
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The quantity of deposit present was small and perhaps the only unusual condi-

tion observed is the somewhat high amount of the copper metal present. The
report indicates the concentration of copper to be between 8 and 15%.

I..understand that George Bessent from Calgon and others examined tubes enter-
ing the mud drum very carefully and could find no indication of other tubes
that might contain a similar iocalized heavy layer of copper or deep pits.
This failure is unique in my experience and that of others here in Pittsburgh
and cannot be explained by any of the corrosion mechanisms we have encountered.

Very truly yours,

WATER MANAGEMENT DIVISION

R. E. Elliott
Market Manager
Paper Chemicals

kld

Enclosures

Cc: H. K. Wilson, Jr.
George Ellis
D. C. Bourne
E.. P. Scheu
G. R. Gardner

Gayle Starr

bcc: R. J. Beuc
G. L. Bessent
G. E. Starr
File
Birmingham Office
Mobile

Attached to your copy of this letter-areadditional photographs not included
in the report. You might want to show these to Herman or others to help
describe the condition ofthe tube. The remaining pieces of the tube section
and the mount are also being returned to the Charlotte Office separately.

There is so little basis for the theory I proposed to you on the phone, that
I did not have he courage toinclude it in theletterbut I"will put it down
in the postscript. If there was a flaw in the metal (there was no evidence
of flaw by microscopic.examination), this flaw could have trapped acid during
the acid cleaning that was not drained or neutralized before operation Of the
boiler. With increased heat, this acid would then begin to spend itself in
the flaw area and generate significant concentrations of hydrogen. If at the
same time as this some debris not removed with the cleaning, laid down over the
surface of this pocket of acid, the hydrogen, generated by the corrosion in the
flaw could have reduced the copper in the overlying deposit and caused the
heavy plating.. To carry this logic further, the acid would have spent itself
before actually creating a failure at that time (Febmuary 1975), buthave
penetrated the tube wall enough so that during the two and one,half years
since that cleaning,.failure did Or perhaps there Wasa!s.mallweep,.
just afterthe 1975.1id .became pluqged withi i0ides.so
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INTERNATIONAL PAPER
GEORGETOWN, SOUTH CAROLINA

SUBJECT: Failed Boiler Tube
Lab #D7592

A section of failed boiler tubing from the No. 1 Power Recovery Boiler was
received for examination. The failure consisted of a small pinhole through the tube
wall.

PROCEDURE

The tube was sectioned through the failure and a portion was acid cleaned
(Figure i).

A specimen, which was a cross section of the failure, was mounted, polished, etched
and examined microscopically. A photomicrograph was taken of the microstructure in
the failed area at 360X (Figure 2).

OBSERVATIONS

The inside wall surface of the tube showed some signs of a general pitting.
(Figure I)

A copper plug was observed in the area of the failure (Figure 1). Figure 3 shows
the cross section of the copper plug and tube wall in the area of the failure.

The microstructure directly under the plugged area appeared to be normal. Lamellar
pearlite and dense colonies of spheroidized carbides were observed in the microstructure
nea the interface of the base metal of the tube and the copper plug (Figure 2).

CONCLUSION

Some form of a concentrated corrosion attack around or under the copper plug
appeared to have oaused the pinhole failure- Evidence as to the exact nature of the attack
was not observed in the examination.

7/18/77
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INTEROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE
CALGON CORPORATION

DATE June 24, 1977

TO: Gayle E. Starr

FROM: R.E. Elliott

SUBJECT: INTERNATIONAL PAPER
GEORGETOWN, SC

The tube section you sent in from the No. 1 power recovery oiler hasgot
to be one of the most unique failures I have ever seen. I had the lab cut
through the failure and it is almost a perfect v-shape, not the.typical
clear like gouge that would be encountered with caustic attack. On cutting
through it became apparent that there was overlying the effective area about
the thickest layer of copper metal I have ever seen deposited in a boiler.
I have brushed out the tube thoroughly and submitted the removed deposit for
identification.

After brushing out the-deposit, it became evident that there is a channel,
approximately i/2-inch wide and 1/2-inch removed from the failure that is
clearly undercut and probably represents damage during acid cleaning. This
is simply an observation and I can’t see any obvious connection to the
failure.

If we are to do any metallographic work on this specimen, we would have to
cut out a piece of metal including the failure to be mounted and polished.
If we do this, there would be little point in returning the tube section to
Georgetown as requested in your 6/22/77 memo. I will hold the tube section
before proceeding with the metallographic until I am able to talk withyou,
which will probably be sometime after July 5 when I return to the office.

kld

.CC G. -Bessent

R.E.liott
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Stereo microscope observations gave a strong sense of directional
orientation to the patterns of metal loss. Even the naked eye can
see metal loss patterns that are closely paired with features of tube
gecmetry. For example, photos i, 2 ard 3 shc:

Gross metal loss in a circumferential band
ately upstream of a weld. he weld
is a precisely engineered distanoe frcm the
tube inlet/header connection. he weld is
associated with a reduction in inside tube

lesser metal loss of less unifom character,
beginning at a distance of 0.5 inches dn-
stream of the weld and extending an additional
distance of 1.0 inches, thus form/rig a ,circun-
ferential band of pitting-type ttack. ne
despositional texture of non-corroded surfaces
in this band is notably smoother than the
dimpled texture further dcnstream away from
the pitted area. Photo 3 shows the combination
of smooth surface deposits and localized metal
loss in the area left of center. A dimple
surface texture, free of corrosion is seen in
Photo 3 in the area right of center.

Metal loss areas in general, have a circ-
ferential orientation. However, .another
characteristic is highly irregular size and
shape of individual corrosion sites. e
corroded areas are clearly defined by a
sharp edged appearance, qhe shape of
these areas is often channel-like. The
channel shapes are often oriented at odd
angles to the tube axis and have an irregular
aspect ratio (width to length). his is par-
ticularly true of the ara dnstream of the
weld (Photo 3).

Scme corrosion channels are oriented circun-
ferentially (i.e., adjacent to weld, Photo 2);
scme are longitudinal (photo 3); sne are at
(approximately) 45 angles (Photo 2); scme
have an altered orientation and are L-shaped.
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Sharp edged features are typically associated
with undercutting. Undercutting is scetimes
severe, particularly on downstream edges.

Conclusions Based On General Observations

I. Metal loss appears active, and of relatively
recent origin.

Metal loss is highly localized in an area
ately downstream of sharply defined
changes of flow corlitions. Two distinctily
different changes in flow conditions are header
to tube, and the subsequent reduction in flow
channel diameter.

3. Patterns of metal loss appear flw oriented, but
erratic flow patterns are indicated.

Because of obvious cDntributions frcm flow
conditions, the metal loss is attributed to an
operating (steaming), rt stand-by(non-steaming)
condition

Spe Observations Microfeatures

he follwing discussion is based on microscopy observations frcm the
three specimen segments indicated by Photo i.

Photos 4 and 5 shw a hole formed in the surface deposit. The hole is
one of several small cavities visible in Photo 3. Photo 4 shs flow
damage to the deposit coating; a deposit analysis is given belch:

X-RAY DIFFRACTION

Major: Ferric Oxide (hematite)
Calcin Phosphate (hydroxyapatite)

High Minor:. Magnesi Phosphate

Minor: Magnesian Silicate (serpentine)
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Features of the hole, particularly the undercutting and the chanrl
configuration, indicate an erosion process with flow direction frcm
right to left. Curiously, this flow orientation is opposite the
direction of bulk fluid flc, indicating the influence of local flow
eddies. A stepise penetraticn of the deposit structure is evident
in Photos 4 and 5. A secondary effect of local turbulence can be
seen in the distinctive crystal growth patterns shown in the center
of Photo 5. Although it my be that metal loss is associated with the
hole, this was not studied. The important observation is that substantial
mechanical forces were needed to excavate a relatively thick and protective
deposit layer.

Photos 6 through 15 are part of a comprehensive study of specimen B.
Specimen B is representative of the banded area downstream frn the weld,
where surface deposits are notably 0oth and metal loss in a clustered
pattern of small irregualrly shaped pits.

Photos 5 and 6 feature a highly elongated channel of metal loss. Bulk
flow is in the direction of tp to bottom in Photo 7, with the weld area
just abov the area shcn in the top of this hoto. There are extensive
indications of erosion patterns, most notably the undercutting of upstream
edges and the pillar like formation which is a classic form of erosional
reminant. The taper.erosional forces dwnstream of localized peak tur-
bulence are shown tcards the bottn center of Photo 7 and in the five
stepped region identified by the numbers 3 t 7. This tapering of erosion
coincides with the dissipation of zhanical forces by the surface deposit.
In the numbered areas of Photo 7, only areas i, 2 ard 3 are metal/metal
cxide surfaces; areas 4, 5, 6 and 7 are different layers of the surface
d.posit. TWo additional areas of deposit damage .can be seen in the right
side of Photo 7; no metal loss was evident in these areas.

Photos 8 and 9 are close-up views of metal oxide characteristics in
freshly corroded areas shown in Photo 7. They show variations in fissure
formation and localized deposition. The localized deposition in Photo 9
is likely the redeposit/on of by-products of the upstream erosion-corrosion
process

Photos i0 and Ii show additional close-up vies of features near the pillar.
he pillar is the result of a fl stagnation zone ar serves to illustrate
the pecularities of localized turbulence.

Photos 12 and 13 shuw details of metal loss on the side of the channel.
From the vantage point of Photo 12, the bulk flw appears to be frn top
to bottc. Thus, there is evidence of bidirectional flc; axially as
shown by Photo 7; and logitudinally as shown by Photo 12. Further
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evidence of bidirectional flc is the overall L-shaped area of metal loss,
as seen in Photo 6. A similar character is evident in the S-shaped deposit
damage shown in the right side of Photo 7.

Photo 13 is a view of the top edge of the erosion channel in Photo 12.
The deposit metal interface shows an even radius of curvature, thus in-
dicating flow effects. Tne iron oxide surface on the side wall of the
channel shws many fissures and pock marks, both of which I judge to be
the results of mechanical damage due to cavitation. The pocks are clearly
in a area of reduced pressure (a trailing edge) based on the above ob-
servations of bulk flow. Since the expected flow is a steam/water mixture
it would follc that any abrupt pressure drop could lead to a rapid sequence
of bubble nucleation, and bubble collapse.

Photos 14 and 15 show close-up views of a pock in the floor of erosion
channel shcn in Photo 7. Although similar to other areas of freshly eroded
areas (i.e., Photos 8, 9, II, 13). Photo 14 coincidentally sbws the
renmants of grain boundaries. Grain boundaries are more resistant to
mechanical deformation than is the grain interior. Photo 15 is a close-up
view of the classical 120 angles formed by the junction of three grains.

Photos 16 and 17 provide another view of deposit damage adjacent to an area
of metal loss. he pocked area shown in Photo 16 is barely evident in Photo
6 (lower left of center, in axial alignment with pillar). As with deposit
damage in Photo 4 and 6, it is clear that a substantial thickness of deposit
must be removed before metal damage can begin.

Photos 18 and 19 shuw the upstream ard dcwnstream ends of an erosion channel
in Specimen C. The undercut shelf on the upstream side (Photo 18), and the
gradual tapering of metal loss crbined with redeposition of material
(Photo 19) are typical features of the erosion-corrosion process.

Photos 20 and 21 sho the metal/metal oxide interface of non-eroded and
eroded surfaces, respectively. The "saw-tooth" periodicity of metal loss
evident in Photo 21 is highly indicative of severe turbulence and may be
associated with cavitation.

Erosion-Corrosion- General Perspective

Erosion-Corrosion can be distinguished fmun pure erosion, and frcm cavitation.
hen dealing with metal loss in aqueous systems it is probably impossible for
solution try to not play some role.. Erosion-corrosion is flow assisted
corrosion, typically associahed with severe fluid disturbance at the metal
surface. Ideally, the contribution of erosion forces can be differentiated
based on vertical, oblique or tangential incidence of a flow. The corrosive
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forces are essentially surface dissolution mechan/sms, no different than
thse normally present except that erosive wear prevents the formation of
normally protective oxide coatings.

Erosion-corrosion in steam plants is an old problem, particularly for the
designers of wet steam piping and turbines. he problem is frequently
encountered in sne nuclear steam generators, but uncmn in conventional
boilers.

Power plant experience with erosion-corrosion of carbcn steel indicates:

-An incubation period (days) is required. Once the process
starts, metal loss can be severe.

-Maximun damage, statistically speaking, occurs in the
tmperature range of 140-180C (900 psi boiler, approxi-
mately 280C).

-Carbon steel requires velocities of about 5-10 M/sec.

-Variations in mass transfer coefficients reach a maximum
at about two pipe diameters dnstrean of an orifice.

-pH less than 9.0 to 9.2.

-Dissolved oxygen greater than several hundred ppb.

overall situation at IvDrdale No. 4

Because the overall situation is so odinary (traditional boiler, standard
water chemistry, etc. ), I am inclined to look for scething strikingly
unique to explain the probln. Because the boiler is twenty years old and
the 1983 corrosion rate easuraents shw up to ii mils/year, the problem
of metal loss is implied to have a rent origin.

If we can.find a way to explain the incubation period, we have an easy time
explaining subsequent metal loss. Once erosion channels are established,
they tend to be self-perpetrating because of the localized flow disturbances
they cause. Once started, metal loss can be rapid and a relatively shrt
interval of time can account for much metal 10st. By this rationale, however,
the problem could date back twenty years. his would kassume severe flow
coDxlitions on a sharply intermittent basis. Mechanical fors are the main
culprit and further revi is needed to decide hw to best explain this
facet of the problem.
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Based on observations elsewhere , we should be suspicious of chemical
conditions that would aggravate the surface corrosion process, speci-
fically i temperature, i pH, and/or high dissolved oxygen.

Frcm the information available to me, I would judge hydraulic conditions
resulting from recent operating practices with load reduction, and extended
standby (weekends) to be a primary cause of metal loss.

Reccaxations

Continue hydrogen studies. Unfortunately, circulation problems
associated with ic load, or chemistry p.robls associated with
standby will be nst difficult to diagnose in Ic load, or no
load operations.

2. A neutralizing amine with a high distribution ratio, favDring
pH elevation of the vapor phase should be considered.

3. Hydrazine should be considered because of its multiple role
as a volatile amine, oxygen scavenger and passivating agent.

4. If strategically located, corrcsion test coupons can be installed,
they would aid in better defining the mechanism and rate of metal
loss. hey would also serve as ready indication of when the metal
loss conditions due to erosion-corrosion no longer exist.

I concur with reccrendations previously rode by Jim Stephens (use of
antifoam; MgO type fireside additives) if metal loss can be associated
with steaming conditions rather than standby.

F.H. Seels

Attac2mnts

JP Stehens
W. L. Trace
J. L. Walker
J. D. Zupanovich





MEMO
IO K.A. Arbuckle

FROI J.R. Stephens

SUBIECT P&G, IVORVDALE PLANT, CINCINNATI, OHIO
NO. 4 BOILER INSPECTION

DAIE 10-3-83

On Monday, September 26, Ed Lederach, Ken Arbuckle and I inspected the
No. 4 boiler. We concentrated on the top water wall headers and cross-
over tubes. We inspected these areas with the P&G fiberoptics. The.
following observations were noted.

1. There were black areas about the .size of half dollars in the top of the
water wall header directly above the water wall generating tubes. The
black areas c|oser to the steam down were rougher and were the result
of possible impingement attacked. These areas appeared to be blasted
with steam and water mixtures at extremely high velocities. This is an
indication’of an extreme|y high heat absorption in the water wall tube.

2. Very little metal loss was observed in the water wall tubes as they
entered the header the tube diameter is reduced as ’they enter the
header.

3. However,.as the steam and water mixture left the water wall header into
the cross-over delivery tubes to the steam drum, the tube diameter through
the header and about 3 inches inside is reducedabout inch. In the
last inch and one-half area jus before the weld, a very peculiar phenomenon
of high meta| loss occurred. In some tubes, the metal loss is 360 around
the tube (almost exclusively in the smaller diameter tube.) There was
very little evidence of metal loss in the larger diameter cross-over tubes.
This indicates to me that the metal loss was a function of the tube
.geometry and velocity. The tubes closer to the steam drums appeared to
contain more metal loss. Non-destructive testing indicated one to eleven
mils metal loss since the last inspection in April, evidencing metal loss
is still occurring.

4. This peculiar type of attack had undercutting in the pits. Because of
boiler water chemistry, acid attack was eliminated because of 5-10 ml
B-Reading constantly in the boiler water. In my opinion, if acid was
involved there would also be attack on the larger diameter (1/2" ID bigger)
tubes also. Because of boiler water chemistries and the fact that the
boiler has not been acid cleaned in 10 years, I do not believe that this
attack could be related to acid.

Since chelating agents have not been used, the attack cannot be caused
by chelants.

5. By process of elimination, I have deduced that the possible cause of
attack is cavitation. Even though we have not seen cavitation in a
boiler before, I believe that this is the only possible explanation
of the attack. Cavitation attack could result from the collapse of steam
bubbles as the steam-water mixture leave the water wall headerin.the
smaller diameter tube .ation resulting from a pressure
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rapid collapse of steam bubbles). Remeber that there is an extremely
unusual high velocity problem evidenceby the etched spots in the top of
the header.

Even though it is hard to believe, the only possible cause of this problem
to me is cavitation.

6. The operation of this boiler was base loaded until 5 years ago. Since
then, No. 4 boiler is the only boiler used in the summer months and is
subject to load swings. The weekend load is usually 125-150,000 lbs.
per hour compared to an average workday load of 275-300,000 Ibs. per
hour. I believe that these load changes have played a part in the present
problem.

7. Also the fuel treatments and firing patterns should be examined more
closely.

As a possible solution to this type of attack, I recommend the following:

1. Double the C-I antifoam feed rate to give a better rinsing of the water
wall tubes with the steam water mixture. I’m not sure that this will
help, but it is not expensive and I think, has a reasonable chance of
.helping reduce the metal loss in the cross-over tubes.

2. There definitely appears to be excessive heat absorption in the water
wall tubes. In order to reduce this, I recommend a magnesium type fuel
conditioner beconsidered. History has proven that this type of fuel
conditioner has reduced the radiant heat absorption in the water wall
tubes and has increased superheat as high as 30F without changing
firing patterns.

Should you have any questions or comments, do not hesitate to contact me.

JRS/baw

cc: S.T. Costa
E.K. Lederach
WMD File

J.R. Stephens





PHOTO INDEX

Gross Specimen, acrophoto

From Specimen A in Photo 1 SFt

From Specimen B in Photo 1, SEM

Nos. 18-21 From Segment C in Photo 1, Metallograph

2 Specimen As Received, Area Upstream
From Weld

PHOTO 1

PHOTO 3

Specimen Showing Sampling Cuts

Specimen As Received, Area Downstream
From Weld





PHOTO 4 Details o Cavity Shown in Lower Left Of
Photo 2

PHOTO 5 Closeup of Photo 4, Showing Stepwise
Effect of Turbulence On Crystal Growth





PHOTO 6 Segnt B in Photo 1,
Oblique View Showing Undercut Features

PHOTO 7 Top View of Center Area in Photo 6





PHOTO 8 Closeup Of Area 1 In Photo 7
Note Fissures In Oxide Layer

PHOTO 9 Closeup Of Area In Photo 7
Note Recent Deposition (Crystal Growth)





PHOTO I0 Closeups of Pillar Shown in Photos 6 and 7

PHOTO II Closeup Of Pock At Left of Pillar





PHOTO 12 View Showing Secondary Pocks In Side Of
Eroded Channel, Oblique View of Area in
Photo 7

PHOTO 13 Closeup Of Photo 12 Showing Details of
"Pocks and the Interface Between Tube Metal
and Surface Deposits





PHOTO 14 Closeup Of Secondary Poek In Floor of
Primary Erosion Channel; Area Shown At
Top, Center of Photo 7

PHOTO 15 Closeup Of Photo 15 Showing Remnants Of
Comparatively Hard Grain Boundaries





PHOTO 16 Closeup Of Cavitation Damage To Surface
Deposit, Area Shown In Photo 6 Below
And Left of Center

PHOTO 17 Closeup Of Photo 16 Showing Calcium
Phosphate Needles





PHOTO 18 Segment C Polished Cross Section,
Nital Etch 50X

PHOTO 19 Termination Of Erosion Channel Shom In
Photo 21 50X

.PHOTO 20 500X Closeup Of Non-Eroded Metal Surface PHOTO 21 500X Closeup Of Eroded Metal Surface





SUBSIDIARY- OF MERCK & CO.,INC.

INTEROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE
CALGON CORPORATION

Paper Chemicals

DATE: June i, 1977

TO: W.E. Pfeiffer

FROM: R.E. Elliott

SUBJECT: SOUTHLAND PAPER HOUSTON, TX
FAILURE OF STAINLESS STEEL COUCH ROLL

Sorry it took me so long to reply to your speed letter, just to tell you that
we don’t know. The 413 stainless steel must be a very unqommon specialty
steel. Our Information Center checked with half a dozen places in the Pitts
burgh area and in Washington, DC and could come up with no information on 413.
The chemical analyses attached to your speed letter fits 316 stainless, except
that the silica is 1.1% instead of a maximum 0.75%.

Generally speaking, the ferritic stainless steels are not subject to chloride
stress corrosion and, in general, the 400 series of stainless are ferritic.
Again, in.general, 400 series stainlesses do not contain nickel with the excep-
tion of a few that have one or two percent nickel in them, nothing like the
13.6% nickel in the analyses you sent in.

Of the austenitic stainless steel (the 300 series), 316 is-one of the more
resistant to chloride attack. There is also information which states that
chloride cracking is usually only above 160F. I think perhaps something might
be learned from a analyses of the failed metal by an expert in stainless steel.
I would suggest Dr. Harold Jack Snyder as an expert that Southland might con-
tact. Dr. Snyder’s phone number is 504/283-1009 and his address is 833 Jewel
Street, New orleans, LA 70124.

kid

CC
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INSTRUCTIONS TO SENDER INSTIUCTiONS TO RECIPIENT

I..I’_HYELLOW 2. SEND WHITE ArID PINK P,, :S 1. WRITE RE 2. DETACH STUB, RETAIN WHITE COPY AND
CC’.’. WITH CARBON TO PERSON ADDRESSED. AT BOTTOM. RETURN PINK COPY TO SENDER.





Figure Martensite

Figure 6
Caustic
Attack
(Field Weld)

Figure 8

Hydrogen

Figure 7
Caustic
Attack
(Chill Ring)





Figure 9
Caustic Attack
(Steam Blanket)

Figure 10
Captive A/kalinity (Left)

Free Caustic (R/ght)

Figurell





Figure 13 Creep Distortion

Figure 14 Caustic Embrittlement





Figure 1
Normal Structure
Low Carbon Steel

Figure Z
Spheroidization
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METHOD FOR DETERMINING AMOUNT OF DEPOSIT IN BOILER TUBES

I. Remove one or more 18-24 in. long tube specimen(s) from critical area(s) of

boiler. (e.g. high heat input zone, inclined tube in furnace, etc.)

2. Carefully remove any loose material from external surface of tube by wire

brushing or other suitable means that will not dislodge internal deposits.

3. Cut a 6 in. section from center of tube specimen, usi.ng power hacksaw or
other means of making a "dry" cut.

4. Split the 6 in. section longitudinally into "hot side" and ’cold side"
sections using power hacksaw or other suitable means.

Carefui1 scrape the internal deposit from the two halves of the tube
section and weigh the combined deposit to the nearest O.l gram. (Note:
In some cases it may be desirable to weigh separately the deposit from
the "lot side" and "cold side" sections.)

Determine the average amount of deposit in the tube section:

(;ramslft.2_combined (Grams combined deposit) (144)
(3.14) (tube ID, in.) (Tube section length, in.)

If am estimation of average amount of deposit on hot side of tube is desired,
determine as fol 1 ows :

Grams/ft.2-"hot side" = .(2) (Grams "hot side" deposit) (Grams/ft.2-combined)
(Grams combined deposit)
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PROCEDURE FOR THE MACRO ETCH OF OILER IJBE SPECIMENS
(For Detection of HydrOgen Damage)

Polish surfaceto be inspected to a smooth flnsh. Use a flnal abraslve
of 240 to 320 grit.

Heat a solutlon of 1:1 concentrated Hydrochlorlc Acid:Water (18X HC1) to
150OF.

Soak the specimen in the hot hydrochloric acid for 10 minutes, maintain-
ing the temperature at 150eF.

Remove specimen from hot acld and flush wlth water.

Promptly immerse specimen in alcohol, or acetone, and soak brlefly wlth
mild agitation.

Dry specimen and inspect. lack, darkened areas lndtcate the presence of
macro fissures caused by hydrogen damage.

Co

So

NOTES

For ease of handling, small specimens are preferred A 1/4 inch length
of boiler tube is suggested. Larger specimens are more likely to break
glassware if dropped and this is a significant hazard if using a glass
beaker for the etching solution.

Inferior, but usually acceptable, results can be obtalned by polishing
with 60 grit abrasive.

Large amounts of deposits may prevent a successful macro etch. On such
an occasion the first etching attempt serves only to chemlcally clean
the specimen. The specimen must be repollshed and etched a second time.
A small specimen is less likely to dirty the etching solution.

Temperature should be maintained +/-3F. Insertion of the sample will
tend to lower the temperature.of the etching solution. This is an
increasing problem wlth increasing sample size.

The use of acetone or alcohol is to promote rapid drying of the specl-
men andprevent after-rusting. If these Solvents are not readily avall-
able, a passlvatlng solution such. as IX sodium carbonate or trlsodlum
phosphate may be used.
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NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING

Introduction

A variety of nondestructive testingand inspection techniques are being
used today in industrial power plants and utility stations. In general, most
of these techniques have not been used widely and the bulk of nondestructive
testing has been carried out in high pressure utility plants. Since there is
little doubt that the use of these procedures will continue to increase, we
should closely investigate this subject.

As the term implies, the purpose of nondestructive testing is to deter-
mine whether the physical condition of a piece of equipment or product is
n0rmal without damaging the item tested. There are techniques which can be
.used to detect flaws or cracks in such equipment as turbine blades, pump
castings, etc. However, we will not be directly concerned with this typ.e of
testing in this report.

.The general types of nondestructive testing that are’usually applied to
boilers are:

1. Magnetic or eddy current ype
2. U1tasonic
3. Radiography
4. Visual methods

a,.netic or Eddy Current Test Equipment

The most widely used piece ofequipment in this category is the Turner
Scale Thickness Indicator. The Turner device is the only magnetic type of
test unit which is designed speclfically .for determining thickness of scale
and deposition in boiler tubes. This unit was patented in 1949 by Howard
Turner, an engineer with the Consumers Power Company and is presently sold
by Hasklns & Turner Company, Jackson, Michigan.

The Turner unit primarily consists of a probe head, a flexible cable
reaching between the probe,and indicating meter, and a 50 ft. graduated
spring steel, tape which is used to move the probe back and forth inside the
tube. A spring steel shoe holds the contact feed of the coil against the
opposite side of the tube. The meter is calibrated in thousandths of an inch
and supposedly directly indicates the thickness of scale present in the tube.
Generally, two men are required to operate the unit; one to maneuver the probe
and one to record meter readings and the distance the probe has traveled down
the tube:

The Turner gauge is based on the principle that the impedance of a coil,
through which alternating current is passed, is influenced by any conducting
material in proximity to this coil. Althernatlng current is passed through
the.coil producing a magnetic field. The field causes eddy currents in the
tube metal which, in turn, affects the impedance of the coil. Since the effect
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on coil impedance is related to the distance between the coil and the tube sur-
face, electrical measurements made on the coil circuit provide an indication of
the thickness of=scale separating the coil andhetube surface.

Accurate measurements of scale thickness are directly dependent on the con-
dition of the tube surface beneath the layer of scale. Flaws or pits in the tube
metal will cause erroneous indications ofscale thickness; however, this is actually
an advantage because the extent of metal loss in the tube is indicated by the
erratic action of the meter. Nevertheless, inaccurate readings will generally be
obtained when the probe head is passing in a tube bend. Also, if the scale layers
permanently consist of conductive materials such as magnetic iron oxide or copper,
the indicated thickness will be low. Literaturereferences indicate that the
accuracy of the Turner gauge is in the range of 4-10 mils. The price of the Turner
Scale Thickness Indicator is approximately $400.

Several of our clients (International Paper, Natchez, Mississippi; Bethlehem
Steel, Sparrows Point, Maryland, Appalachian Electric Power, Logan, West Virginia;
and National Lead Company, Sayreville, New Jersey) have used this device extensively
and seemed to have been satisfied that it is a worthwhile test device. However, the
fact that it cannot always be relied upon to give a true indication of tube conditions
was verified by one man attending our 1960 Utility Seminar. He sid, "We felt that
the Turner gauge provided a good indication of tube conditions until a tube failed
shortly after a planned outage. During the outage the tube had been tested with the
Turner gauge and showed no indication of abnormal conditions."

It was the opinion of many attending the Refresher Course that the Turner
gauge can be used in obtaining a rough indication of the condition of boiler tubes.
Only after considerable experience with this gauge, some plants are able to obtain
reliable results based on their past data.

In the early 1940’s, the Shell Development Company produced the Probalog, an
instrument for inspection of nonmetallic heat exchanger tubes. This unit was de-
signed to be operated by one man in order to detect metal loss rsultlng from corro-
sion. An indication of metal loss is obtained by passing a probe head through the
tube while the recording meter makes a tracing on a strip chart. A significant
amount ofexperience is required in order to properly interpret these tracings.

From the meager technical information available on the Probalog, it appears
that it falls into the category of an eddy current unit. The Probalog can be used
only for tubes of the following metals: copper, brass, Inconel, Admiralty metal,
cupronickel Muntz metal aluminum and stainless steels.

Ultrasonic Testing Equipment

Ultrasonic testing devices are finding increased acceptance for nondestructive
testing of boiler tubes. These units are sold by several companies and the following
is a partial llst of the varied instrumentation that is available:

2.
3.
4.

AudigaEe and Vidigage, Branson Instruments Company, Stamford, Conn.
Reflect,scope, Sperry Products Inc., Danbury, Conn.
Sonizon, Magnaflux Corporation.Chlcago, I11.
Immerscope, Automation Instruments, Inc., Columbus, Ohio
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In a resonance instrument, the crystal vbrates over a range of frequencies.
The ultrasonic wave travels through the material and is reflected by the opposite
surface. At certain frequencies, when the transmitted and reflected waves are in
phase, there wili be a relatively large increase in the amplitude of the wave in
the material. The detector part of this apparatus determines the frequency at
which resonance will occur. Resonance occurs at a fundamental .frequency which is
inversely proportional to twice the thickness of the material tested and as are-
sult, determination of the resonant frequency is a measure of the unknown thickness.

To summarize, the pulse echo method depends on measurement of the time. re-
quired for an ultrasonic wave to pass through the material tested and be reflected
back to the crystal. The resonance method depends on determining the fundamental
frequency which is required to produce resonance in the material tested. The
various instruments utiliz different methods of presenting the return signal to
the.operator. A cathode-ray tube is used in the Vidlgage, Reflectoscope and
Immerscope. With the Audlgage, the resonant frequency is detected by means of
a set of headphones worn by the operator and the use of a mi111ammeter on the
panel of the instrument. A stroboscopic type of device is utilized by the Sonizon
instrument in order to determine resonant frequency.

The crystals, which are sometimes referred to as plezolectrlc cyrstals or
transducers, are usually quartz or a quartz-barium tanate,pe/o sandwich.
Quartz crystals can withstand temperatures of 300F contSnuously and 400F in
intermittent service while the quartz-barium titanate.sandwlch crystals should
not be used at temperatures exceeding 180"F. Under ideal conditions, ultrasonic
devices can measure very accurately the thickness ofany material which will con-
duct sound.

As mentioned earlier, ultrasound is not transmitted well through air. In
order to get good transmission of the ultrasonic vibrations into the article
tested, a good couple between the crystal and the test article must be ob.tained.
In the case of boiler tubetesting, the external surface of the tube must be
clean and smooth since the crystal is held directly on the ’tube surface. This
contact between the crystal and the tube surface also results in wear on the face
of the crystal and leads to early failure of the rather expensive crystal. For-
tunately, both of these problems are largely eliminated by using a liquid couple.
With this modification, the crystal is enclosed in a special fixture called a
dolly and the liquid is continuously supplied to this dolly at a pressure of
approximately 60 psi.

Ultrasound is refracted at the interface between two different mediums in
much the same manner as light. In order toget an accurate measurement of tube
wall thickness, the ultrasound beams must strike the external surface at an angle
of 90. If the external tube surface is rough, muh of the beam is scattered and
the signal returning to the amplifier is weakened. In many cases, it is necessary
to sandblast external surface of the tubes in order to obtain a satisfactory re-
sponse from the ultrasonic test equipment.

These same limitations apply tohe internal surface of tube being tested by
ultrasonic means. If metal loss on the internal tube surface is fairly uniform,
ultrasonic equipment will accurately determine the wall thickness. However, if
the internal metal loss is confined to very small areas andthe surface .exhibits
sharp discontinuities, accurate measurements are not possible and in some cases
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the signal is lost due to the scattering effect of the internal surface. This
problem can be alleviated somewhat.by transmitting a narrow ultrasonic beam and
the development of smaller, more sensitive crystals made of a material such as
lithium sulfate to reduce the difficulties experienced or encountered by a rough
or tapering reflecting surface.

Tightly adherent deposits.on the internal surface of the boiler tube will
also interfere with accurate determination of wall thickness. Such deposits blur
the readings of the ultrasonic test devices in a characteristic way and although
accurate determination of wall thickness is not obtained, these readings do pro-
vide a fairly consistent indication of adherent deposits. With a suitable crystal
and ultrasonic frequency, these units will measure thickness from 1/16 of an inch
to 12. inches.

There does not seam to be much question that an experienced operator is re-
quired to fully interpret ultrasonic test results; however, an inexperienced
operator can generally get accurate thickness measurements on good tubes. Ex-
.perlence becomes an absolute necessitywhen interpreting results obtained from
tubes exhibiting sharp discontinuities.

The cost of most portable ultrasonic test devices isjin the range of $900 to
$1500. Some companies supply a complete testing service and will provide per-
sonnel and equipment on a per diem basis.

In reference to the Audlgage, members of the Refresher Course stated that the
external surfaces of the boiler tubes must be very clean in order to obtain re-
liable results. Cincinnati Gas & Electric Companywas unsuccessful in their
attempt to use this instrument. However, the Audlgage was used at Jones & Laughlin
Steel Corporation in Aliquippa, Pennsylvania to detect embrlttlement cracks with
extreme success.

Radi_ography

The chief asset of radiography is that it permits measurement at conslderable
depth within the test material. It is necessary to use high frequency waves in
order to penetrate into the interior of the test material. The principal differ-
ence in the various types of radiographic equipment is in the source of radiation.

The basic principle of radiographic measurements involves a determination of
the extent to which the rays are absorbed in passage through a tube section. Such
absorption is a function of the thickness of the metal through which the radiation
mustpass. Any flaws Inthe wake of the rays. decrease the. total metal thiCkness
when compared to the surrounding smooth surface. Such a flaw wil make a dark im-
pression on the photographic plates so that the determination is made vlsually.

The two major sources of radiation are X-rays and gamma rays. X-rays have
been used for a considerable length of time and are utilized in the majority of
radiographic equipment. They are emitted from a metal plate (usually ungsten)
which has been bombarded with electrons obtained by applying a high electric
potential to an evacuated tube. The major advantages of X-rays over garmna rays
are:

I. Ashorter period of exposure is required.
2. can be obtained by the use of
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However, X-rays call for the use of fairly costly equipment and only one
test piece can be exposed at any one time. .Many places .in a power plant are in-
accessible to the cumbersome equient that is necessary for the use of X-ray
generation.

On the other hand, a gamma-radlator has these definite advantages:

i. The gamma-radiator, is a very small source and can be used in-numerous
locations where X-ray equipment cannot be mounted.

2. The materlal itself is inexpensive and consists primarily of a number
of film holders, ameans for fixing specimens in the desired positions,
and a stand for holding the container of the radioactive sources.

However, the high cost and the short life of radlum,,havebeen chiefly respon-
sible for the limited amount of interest which gamma-ray emitters have attracted..
Nevertheless, the isotopes of Iridium 192 and cobalt 60 have opened up a new source
of available materials. Gamma-rays emitted by Iridium 192 possess a relatlvely low
energy level resulting in a highly suitable source for analyzing sections of steel
up to 2 inches in thickness. At the same time, the low energy level reduces the
extent ofprotective measures which must be taken for the operator’s safety. The
disadvantage of this source lies in its relatively short half-llfe which necessi-
tates fairly frequent changing.

The high intensity of cobalt 60 gamma radiation makes it an ideal source for
objects with high subject contrast. Even though it has a shorter half-llfe, it
is a cheaper source than radium. The sensitivity of cobalt 60 radiographs, is in-
ferior to those using radium as a source and substantially below the sensitivity
obtained by using X-rays. However, exposure time issignificantly less than called
for by radium. It must be pointed out that when using cobalt extreme precautions
must be taken to insure the safety of the operatorst.

Members of the Refresher Course reported the following information on the.use
of ganna-ray radiography

NiagaraMohawk has replaced a large number of tubes based on radiographic
testing. Further examination confirmed theaccuracy of these tests.

Tampa Electric Company has used this test procedure extensively with ex-
cellent success. The only poor results that were obtained were in areas where
film exposure was difficult due to the construction of the specific unit involved.

Visual Types
A. The Boroscop,e

The boroscope is a precision optical instrument which can be used to
visually inspect the internal condition of boiler tubes. Many models
of these boroscopes are provided with fixed diameters and with optical
systems designed to provide direct, right angle and retrospective vision.

strument of any required length.
volve use in exnlna.tlons of

,and other

Boroscopes which are especially designed for our plant work are usually
made .in six to nine foot sections with attachable parts to provide an in-

Other applications of the horoscope in-
e blades, generators, motors pmps,





The right angle horoscope is furnished with an integral lamp posi-
tioned ahead of the objective lens. This optical system provides
vision of approximately i inch in diameter at right angles to the
axls,of the telescope at a distance of i inch from the objective lens.
This instrument is particularly applicable in inaccessible corners and.
bends in boiler tubes.

B. Fiber Optics

Fiber optics is .a recently developed method of transmitting images
through the use of a long snake-like pipe line consisting of glass
fibers assembled in a flexlble bundle. One end of the slender cable
is pointed at the Bubject while each individual fiber reflects a tiny
dot of light which is transmitted intact along the system of fibers.
At the other end of the cable, the system of dots reproduces the image.
of the subject.

Fiber optics is based on the principle that once light is trapped in a
medium (such as glss) it will bounce from wall to wall until it comes
to the end of the tube.

However, the reproduced image of the subject is not as sharp as required
in boiler tube inspections. Since this method is in its early develop-
ment stages, it might have future useful applications.

Members of the Refresher Course made the following commentary on the use of
the vsual methods:

Undamaged surfaces are observed accurately by the boroscope. However, there
is considerable doubt that damaged surfaces could be detected due to distortion,
magnification, and loss of perspective. The Long Island Lighting Company has
drilled holes through several chronlcally problem tubes; the horoscope is inserted
and the internal surfaces of the tubes are perlodiclly examined. This plant uses
these observations as a guide to determine whether an acid cleanlng is necessary.

Dr. Partridge mentioned that theGermans have recently been experimenting
with the use of a small television camera and receiver. Although the only re-
ported attempt to use a televlsion camera in this country met with difficulties,
it is apparent that when future applicatlons of television are perfected, they
will be extremely beneficial.
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TECHNICAL TIP 74
(Confidential Notes for Hall Engineers)

BOILER METAL FAILURES AND THEIR DIAGNOSIS
WITH THE METALLOGRAPHIC.MICROSCOPE

99% of all boiler metal failures fall into three categories as far
as their cause is concerned. The largest number are caused by
excessive temperatures. Stress or fatigue is responsible for about
20% and chemical attack for perhaps 10%. Of course, very few failures
can be attributed to only one specific cause. Most failures fivolve a
combination of two or more of these factors.

In diagnosing boiler metal failures, the

metallographer selects representative areas

on the section to be examined and removes

very small specimens to be polished and etched
for study under the metallographic microsc.ope.
A typical mount containing three of these speci-
mens ready for examination is shown in Figure 1.
The specimens are cast in plastic for conven-

ience in handling during polishing. Perhaps
you can see the specimen on the stage of the

metallograph, inFigure 2. This microscope
is specifica11y designed for metallographic
s tudie s.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Excessive Temperatures

Since overheating is the most frequent cause of failure, we shall
discuss it first. Under ordinary service conditions most of the boiler

metal should be well below 800F. At these temperatures the boiler

metal suffers no structural change during the service life of the unit.

Long periods of service at ?00 F will produce evidence of change in the
metal structure.

Low carbon boiler steel with its

0.20 carbon will in the normal condition

generally have a structure similar to

that shown in Figure 3. The structure
is made up of a pattern of light-colored
iron grains called ferrite interspersed
with dark-colored pearlite (iron and iron

carbide). Notice that the pearlite is

made up of very fine layers in this

normal, lamellar condition. These

lamellae or layers of carbide show the

first signs of the effect of overheating.
At ?00 F these layers begin to break

down and coalesce into spheres. Evi-

dence of incipient breakdown usually Figure 3

indicates that the metal has been heated
to at least 900F. At higher and higher temperatures the carbides

become more and more distinctly spheroidal. When completely so,
the metal is said to be spheroidized, and such a structure, illustrated

in Figure 4,. indicates that temperatures above 1000F were reached.

2000X

Figure 4
500X
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At still higher temperatures,
the dense colonies of spheroidized
carbides begin to disperse and

gradually migrate to the ferrite

grain boundaries. Such a structure

is shown in Figure 5. This indicates

that temperatures near 1200oF had

been reached. After the carbides

have concentrated at the grain
boundaries, they begin to disappear

and the metal becomes decarburized.

Decarburization occurs at tempera-
tures well above 1300F. At tem-

peratures of this magnitude inter-

granular oxide penetration, generally
from the outer surface, begins to

take place. Such penetration is

shown in Figure 6. This metal has

practically been burned to a crisp,

probably at temperatures as high as

1600 F.

Before leaving the subject of

temperatures and structural changes
due to temperatures, we should
mention one other aspect. When a

low-carbon steel is heated to a tem-

perature above 1330 F, the lower

critical point for such a steel, and
is suddenly quenched to a temperature
below 400 F, the structure assumes

the pattern shown in Figure 7. This

is a modified rrmrtensite. In almost

every case in which a tube has blis-

tered and burst, the sudden escape of

water and steam from the overheated
tube quenches the metal and produces
this martensitic pattern.

500X
Figure 5

500X
Figure 7
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Stress and Fatigue

]ither stress or fatigue is involved when a metal cracks. Probably
the most certain aspect of a failure involving a crack is that the cracking
is always perpendicular to the direction of the stress which caused it.

The most common terms associated with a failure involving stress are

stress corrosion and corrosion fatigue. The term stress corrosion

implies locked-in stress developed during the fabrication of the unit.

In the old days of riveted drum boilers the drums were oftentimes forced
into shape and the seams were badly stress loaded and held together with

rivets. How fortunate we all are that the riveted drum boiler is rapidly
becoming a thing of the past. These riveted seam drums set up condi-

tions for a special type of damage known as caustic embrittlement, which

is a form of stress corrosion. A distinct characteristic of this damage
is the intergranular (around the grain) path of the cracking. The caustic

selectively attacks the grain boundaries of the metal and the stress

focuses there to produce intergranular cracking.

Where caustic is not involved but the more common stress

corrosion is, the cracking is found to be transgranular (across the grains).
As a rule when stress corrosion has caused a failure, there will usually
be more than one crack involved.

Corrosion fatigue, refers to dynamic stresses, fluctuating as the

equipment operates. This form of cracking is also transgranular,
making the distinction between a failure due to stress corrosion and

corrosion fatigue difficult. Here other features of the failure must be

considered so that a more accurate diagnosis can be reached. One
feature of stress corrosion damage is that the cracking generally is at

the bottom of a pit on the surface. It is also generally true that stress

corrosion is manifest by a number of cracks rather than just one or two.

Still another feature of stress corrosion cracking is the fact that the

cracks will be almost filled with corrosion product. A fatigue failure

will more often show a nearly clean fracture with voids in the cracks.

Chemical Attack

Metal loss due to oxygen or chemical attack is another of the more

perplexing problems. Metal loss does not as a rule leave behind any
evidence of its cause. All we can see under the microscope is that some

of the metal is missing, and we can usually see this without the micro-

scope. Here again the physical characteristics of the tube and its

appearance can tell us much.
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Figure 8
4X

Observe, for example, the tube surface shown in Figure’8.
the untrained eye might suspect that this is due to acid attack.

rough, etched appearance, and the pitting is usually undercut.

Caustic gouging, on the other
hand, leaves the tube walt very
smooth, as shown in Figure 9: It
may be irregular and bumpy, but

generally the surface itself will be
smooth. Oxygen pitting also may
leave behind a fairly smooth surface,
but in this Case the pits will be

widely separated and a series of

.distinct pits will be observed.

1/2 size

Figure 9

Even
It has a

Before and
After
Cleaning

Hydrogen Damage

This is included in this treatise more for its interest than for its

frequency of occurrence. Only about -0 cases of it. have come to our_

attention in about that many years.

Water and steam in a hard worked boiler tube will produce a layer
of iron oxide on the wall of the tube. What is sometimes overlooked is

that this reaction also produces hydrogen. The hydrogen generally
escapes along with the steam and has no effect. However, under certain

conditions, such as when there is a large tubercle of dense iron oxide on

the tube wall, the hydrogen produced beneath this tubercle finds it easier

to penetrate the tube wall than to work its way back .into the circulation
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stream’ Nascent hydrogen, the smallest atom known, can penetrate a

solid wall of steel with comparative ease. On its way through the tube
wall the hydrogen can come in contact with the carbides of the steel, and

when it does so, it can unite with. it to form methane (CH4). This methane,
once formed, is locked in place, so to speak, by its mere size. It can no

longer migrate because it is too bulky. More and more hydrogen coming
along produces more and more methane, and soon great pressures are

built up. This pressure can actually disrupt the grain boundaries and

form short intergranular cracks. Sufficient external pressure on the tube
then can cause a series of these short cracks to unite and a characteristic

thick-edged failure occurs.

Figure I0 shows pretty
much of the whole story in one

illustration. The failed tube
veith a window section bown
out is at the top. Notice the

thick-edged break. A little.
macroetched section is shown

just below the tube. The dark
area of the etched section is

typical of H2 damage. The
two micrographs, one from
near the inner surface and tle
other from near the outer
surface, are at the bottom and
shove damage to the normal
structure.

500X 500X
Figure 10

Faulty Tubes

Since we’ve already introduced rare type failures, let’s go one

step further and consider failures due to faulty tubes. Surprisingly,
perhaps, this is the least frequent cause of failures we come across.

All six of the cases we have seen were due to the presence of a "pipe"
in the ingot from which the tube was made. The appearance of a failure

from this cause is quite characteristic. A portion of the tube wall peels
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away from the wall, oftentimes not unlike a layer of paint peeling away
from a rain gutter. An example is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 1 1

Conclusion

The above compendium may, of course, tend to oversimplify the

many aspects of the diagnosis of tube failures. It can, however, serve

as a guide, describing some of the trials which are followed in search-

ing for an answer to "Why did this tube fail?".
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OBJECTIVE

To use Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEN) to determine if a series of corroded
tubes had experienced metal loss due to the presence of either water treatment
chemlcals or furnace side ash chemistry.

This report concludes a preliminary report given to C. Peters on September 22,
1981.

BACKGIUND OF PBOBLEM

The power bark boiler at this plant has experienced severe tube wall thinning of
about twenty convection pass tubes, at a point where the tube enters the steam
drum. In all cases the metal loss is on the fireside of the tube, and localized
to a small band where the tube intersects the drum, as shown in Figure 1.

This boiler was installed in 1967 and has had a history of mechanical problems
resulting in tube-end leaks, and cracks in the steam drum. There has been a
succession of problems with tubes sealed-off from service wih plugs or with
blind nipples. In 1977 tubes between the steam drum and mud drum were rerolled
or replaced. Recent ultrasonic testing by Southwest Research has shown that
some of these tubes have experienced 60 metal loss where tube ends enter the
steam drum. Calgon suspects that weeping of boiler water between the tube end
and the drum wall has contributed to the formation of localized corrosion sites.

Seven boiler tube end specimens were submitted for inspection. To were
selected for SEH study. These were selected on the basis of: clearly defined
corrosion cell boundaries; the presence of undisturbed corrosion products; and
minimal abuse from torch cutting during removal from the boiler.

A very noticeable feature of the specimens was the sharply defined, smooth
walled (appears almost polished) character of the corrosion cells.

All seven specimens showed a loss of wall thickness ranging from about 20Z, up
to 100Z at the site of a failure. In most cases, a circumerential band of
corrosion had resulted in a band of magnetic corrosion products filling the
corrosion cell. The oxide is dense, brittle and ridigly in place. With slight
manipulation the oxide plus will "pop" out of the cell and leave a smooth
walled, radiused trough remaining in the metal.

The two specimens studied with SEH were sampled as shown in Figure 1. To
determine the 4>ossible role of water weeping between the tube and the drum wall,
a comparison was made of aurface chemistry at the five points shown in Figure 1:

A) Tube surface at an area previously in cow,tact with drum
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B) Metal surface at bottom of corrosion cell
C) Interface between corrosion products and surface (B)
D) Corrosion products at a freshly exposed surface of corrosion product

cross-section
E) Tube surface at an area previously exposed to furnace gas

Photomicrographs I, 2 and 3 show representative features of the specimens
studied. Photo I shows a cross-section of the tube well, and a portion of the
corrosion cell where magnetite corrosion products have been broken away. Notice
the brittle, crystalline character of the freshly exposed iron oxide fracture
surface, and the smooth walled, uniform nature of the gouged area. Photo 2 is a
close-up of Photo I showing details of the interface between iron oxide (left
side of photo) and metal (right side of photo) at the bottom of the corrosion
cell. Photo 3 is a further close-up of Photo 2.

Of the specimens submitted, Numbers 3 and 7 were analyzed for chemical
composition using x-ray emissions obtained during the SEN study. Table I
summarizes findings of surface chemistry (excluding iron) at the five areas
identified in Figure I. More detailed information is given in the respective
x-ray spectra shown in Figures 2 and three which compare point A on specimens 3
and 7, re spec tively.

TABLE I
Elements in Deposit

Specimen 3 S.pec imen 7

A) Tube in contact
with drum

Na, Si, S, P, CI E, Ca, Mn Ca, Mn

B) Metal surface beneath
corrosion products

Only Fe x-rays were observed Same

C) Interface iron oxides/
surface B

Not Analyzed Na, Si, S, Ti

D) Corrosion Products Na, Si, P, S, C1, K, Ca, Mn Na,. A1, Si, S

E) Tube exposed to furnace Na, A1, Si, P, S, K, Ca,
Ti, Nn

Na, A1,
P, S, K, Ca, Mn

A comparison of x-ray spectra shows specimens 3 and 7 to be rather different.
Only specimen 3 shows strong evidence of boiler water salts. For specimen 3 the
x-ray peaks for phosphorous in all areas is reasonable evidence that leakage of
boiler water was involved. Specimen 7 shows little evidence of boiler water
salts. Little is known about fireside ash chemistry but the elemental analyses
of area E gives an indication of chemistry contributions from the fireside
environment.
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CONCLUSION

Considering the circumstances, I believe that an iron water reaction is
responsible ’for the metal loss. This judgement relates to several
observations

I) The cube end problems observed in these specimens are very unconon, and
likely related to mechanical aspects of the tube/drum interface.

2) There is generally little visual or chemical evidence of salt residence
on the deposits received. The corrosion cells do noc appear associated
with a large leak or an accumulation of boiler water salts.

3) There has been sufficient time (months-years) for a slow process to take
its coll. In this case, only a small amount of water (steam) reactant

would be required.

The in siCu iron oxide slug is unusually dense and crystalline.

The oxide shows little evidence of significant increase in volume from
the base metal that produced the oxide.

The in sltu iron oxide is relaClve pure.

In sunsnary, the presence of water soluble salts would be relatively unimportant
since water (steam) was the principle reactant for transforming steel to
magnetite. Knowledge of metal temperatures and fireside chemistry would be
necesary to speculate further.

In comparison, a corrosion process involving direct participation with an

aqueous brine would result in dissolution and repreclpiCaCion of iron. This
would generally produce an iron oxide corrosion product with a high degree of
porosity, a large increase in volume from the parent metal, and poor mechanical
strength.

The many mechanical problems with tubes connecting the steam drum and the
mud drum indicate excessive stress and strain. This likely relates to the
movement of structural components during thermal excursions associated with
daily boiler operations. Stress and strain could stimulate the formation of
corrosion ceils as well as cause water leaks that would supply reactant
(water) to the corrosion cell.
Since this boiler shows much evidence of unusual mechanical problems, I find
it more logical to assume that water weeping has occurred, than Co assume no
water (steam) leaks. There is no obvious evidence to support a strictly
fireside rationale for the corrosion cells observed.

Attachments
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PHOTO 1

Circumferential Corrosto Cell wtth
Corrosion Producs tn Place (17x)





PHOTO 3

Close-up of Depostt/letal
]nterface tn Photo 2 (440x)





MEMO

FROM

SUBIECT

D. P. Warner

R. E. Elliott

NORDEN SYSTEMS, INC.
NORWALK, CT

SUBSIDIARY OF MERCK & CO.,INC.

DATE 9/8/82

It took time to get the old files so I could review both your and Doug Noll’s
correspondence in 1978 and 1980. Doug has basically told you all that is
easily available in the literature:

"The graphite in grey iron is cathodic to iron and .remains behind as
a porous mass when iron is leeched out. Graphitic corrosion usually
occurs at a low rate. The graphite mass is porous and very weak and
graphitic corrosion produces little or no change in wall thickness.
A corroded surface usually does not appear different from grey cast
iron. Graphitic corrosion does not occur in ductile iron or
malleable iron because no graphite network is present to hold
together the residue. White iron has essentially no free carbon and
is not subject to graphitic corrosion."

"Grey iron is .susceptible to a form of attack known as graphitic
corrosion when immersed in soft water, salt waters, mine waters or
various dilute acids, or when buried underground in some soils,
particularly those containing sulfate. In some instances, erosion
washes away the graphitic residue, and the process of corrosion is
permitted to continue."

I have no idea where Roth got the concept that sodium sulfite will cause
graphitic corrosion. It just does not seem logical and I do not believe it
to be true. I certainly support your recommendation that they continue to
feedsulfite and I think the elevation of pH to the area of 8 to 8.5 is a
sound one to minimize the possibilityofacid conditions.

Do you see. any indication of poor deaeration in this system? Is there any
pitting in the storage section of the deaerator or in the boiler feedwater
piping? I would expect the pump to have a long life if it is operated in an
oxygen free environment at a pH of 8.5. Is seal water used on the packing
glands of this pump and does the seal water come from the pump discharge or
is it oxygen saturated city water? Have you run oxygen tests on the feedwater
pump discharge line to rule out the possibility of sucking oxygen in the low
pressure seal of the boiler feed pump?

REE/kld

cc: G. W. GroffL,.;

R. E. Elliott









MEMO

FROM

SUBJECT

D. arner

H.K. Kolavick

Failed Feedwater Pump Liner
Norden Systems
Norwalk, fir.
Lab No. H3967

SUBSIOIARY OF MER;K CO.,INC.

DATE 8/13/82

A cast iron feedwater pump liner from the subject plant was received for metallographic
examination. Several areas on the velocity face of the liner were severely pitted
(Figures 1 and 2) and it "was requested that the liner be examined for evidence as to he
cause of the attack.

Specimens were removed from both the pitted area and from an area that did not appear
dasaged. These specimens were mounted, polished, etched and examined microscopically.
A photomicrograph was taken of the microstructure adjacent to the pitted area at 50X

(Figure 3).

Observations:

The microstructure adjacent to the inside of the pump liner (velocity face) was very
porous. This condition existed in all of the examined specimens (Figure 3). There was

no evidence of such degradation on the. outside surface of the pump liner.

Most of the surface on the velocity side of the liner was rather soft and could easily
be scraped from the parent casting.

Conclusion:

It appeared that a form of corrosion known as .graphitization had occurred on the

velocity surface of the pump liner as evidenced by the soft, porous nature of the mostl#
ferrite free surface structure.

The deeper pits most probably were located in more turulant areas on the liner.

/dm
9467000
COPY: S. Costa

N.R. Norris/H.K. Kolavick
D.W. Whiteside

N.R. Norris





FIGURE 1
Pits on velocity surface





FIGURE 3, 50X
Unetched microstructure adjacent to the velocity face on the damaged liner





ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUE

X X-ray fluorescence
C wet chemical
S emission spectrographic

ALL ANALYSES

Aluminum as AI= O
8arium as BaD
Calcium as CaD
Chlorine as CI
Chromium as Cr= O=
Copper as Cu
Fluorine as F
Iron as Fet Ot/Fe O4
Lead as PbO

Mlnesium as MO
Manganese as MnO
-Nickel as NiO

Phosphorus as Ps Os total

PERCENT

Potassium e! K O
Silicon as SlOt
Sodium as Na O
Strontium as SrO
Sulfur as SOt total

Tin as SnOs

CALGON ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES
DEPOSIT AND SOLID INORGANIC ANALYSIS

SUBSIDIARY OF MERCK CO.. INC.

COMPOUND/CONSTITUENT DENTI FICATION
X-Ray Diffraction and Microscopic (Polarized Light)

From

Plant

Address

Type of Sample

Sample Point

Sampling Date
Product Used

[] DEPOSIT ANALYSIS [] PAPER

’ METALLOGRAPHIC FAILURE ANALYSIS
I--] CUT, CLEAN ONE-HALF, ANALYZE DEPOSIT

Comments, Special Handling, Etc.

Titanium as TiO!
Vanadium as V10
Zinc as ZnO

Carbonate as COl- Estimated
4 o-C

Nitrogen, Kjeldehl, as N

Methylene ddoride soluble

Loss @ 105=C

DH of%solution/slurry

3466-1 /1

PERCENT

Analysis performed on methylene chloride extracted sample.

Infrared

FOR CALGON USE ONLy

Field Rep. 01 /"

Meil Drop

PC Carge No.
Requested Completion
Date

Semple Pretreatment

Liquid removed by filtration

Extraneous material removed:

Mlcroblologicel

report attached





:I(CALGON ,
SUBSIDIARy O MERCK CO.,INC.

WATER MANAGEMENT DIVISION CALGON CORPORATION SUITE 358 270 FARMINGTON AVE. FARMINGTON, CONN. 06052
(203) 78-74!
(800) 243-5966

May 29, 1980

Hr. Frank Sikorski
Norden Systems, Inc.
Helen Street
Norwalk, Connecticut 06856

Dear Mr. Sikorski:

Listed below are the results of corrosion coup.ons fr.om your condensate system:

COPROSION RAT (mpy)LOCATION EMMERSION TIME STEEL COPPERBoiler Eoom-LP Trap 3/2 to 5/12/80 <0.1 0.0Fan Room-#7 3/3 to 5/12/80 0.5 0.04Fan Room-#2A 3/3 to 5/12/80 4.6 0.04
This represents excellent corrosion inhibition" by NFL-25 at the first two loca-tions and fair protection at Fan Room-.2A. Each deposit asa reddish-blackdeposit of varying thickness with the greatest’on he Fan Room-2A coupons. Inaddition, some black greasy deposit was noted on two copper coupons.
Based on the above, I am.recommending that youf.establlsh a new feedrate forNFL-25 of i0 ppm based on seam flow. Monitor condensate pH and if it exceeds7.8 pH, reduce NFL-25 in 10% increments, so as not to exceed the 7.8 pH. Thisshould continue to give corrosion protection, while minimizing greasy deposits andloosening of old henmatfte and magnetite that returns to the boiler, In addition,.you should investigate Fan Room-2A to determine if condensate contamination existsby hardness and pH testing, and to see if significant air inleakage is occurring.
On April 9, 1980, Dennis showed me the internals of #2 Feedwater Pump, and a sampleof deposit was scraped from the cast iron lining for analysis. Attached pleasefind that analysis for your review. It shows the predominance of the depositconsisted of magnetic iron, that could h.ve formed in place or been brought backwith condensate. It also has been confirmed that graphitization of the cast ironhas occurred. Of the variou factors that contribute to this process, only hightemperature is certain, and possibly low pH is a factor. Monitoring of feedweterpH will clarify this however. To minimize graphitlzatlon and corrosion of bronzeimpellers, the.H should be at 8.0-8.5. To accomplish this, you can add BL-409to the deaerating heater hru. a separate injection point from sulfite or to thefeedwater line. p@ior to the pumps. If BL-409 is mixed with LS-32, the catalystwill be precipitated out in the feed tank and corrosive oxygen pitting will result.
This is not anew problem, in that Dennis brought it to my attention n 0ctoher1978. Contrary to the position ken ,we do not eel that the sulcausing the graphitlzaton, as was





Mr. Frank Sikorski
Norden Systems, inc.

May 29, 1980

Page 2

As I see it, these options are open for your consideration:

1.) Monitor and control feedwater pH as outlined above.

2.) Continue as is.

3.) Change the feed point of sulflte to the discharge side
of the feedwater pumps. In so doing, we feel the
oxygen pitting to the feedwater tank, llne, and pump,
will be more harmful.

4.) Replace these feedwater pumps with models not including
cast iron linings.

Very trulyyours,

David P." Warner
Water Management Division

CALGON CORPORATION

Dl’W/dr
Eaclosure

cc: G. Buckley
D. Norden





DESCRIPTION

CALGON CORPORATION BOX 1346 PITTSBURGH, PA. lS230 (412) .923-Z4S

EMISSION SPECTROGRAPHIC

Element

Aluminum as AI, O,

Barium as BaO

Calcium as CaO

Chromium as Ch 0.

Copper as Cu

Flueine as CaF,

Iron as Fe. 0,
Lead asPbO

Lithium as Li, 0

Magnesium as Mg0

Manganese as Mn0

Nickel as Ni0

Phosphorus as P 0
Potassium as K,0

Silicon as Si0
Sodium as Na, 0

Strontium as St0

Tin as SnO

Titanium as Ti0
Vanadium as V 0,

Zinc as Zn0

[] Standard analysis: 10mg of
ashed sample

[] rag of ashed sample---;------ unashed

X

Sulfate

Sulfide

X-RAY DIFFRACTION AND MICROSCOPIC (POLARIZED LIGHT)

MAJOR: Magnetic iron oxide (magnetite)

MINOR:

UNIDENTIFIED

Possible constituents Slight amount
ferric oxide

Copper and/or

of hydrated

iron sulfide

solvent ( insoluble[-’1 Analvsis oerfo(med on
ashed C

QUALITATIVE AND CHEMICAL MICROSCOPIC TESTS

Carbonate N.D. Metal

Chloride Alkalinity

Phosphate Inorpi TRACE Loss on ignition J,51P C) 1%
Total includin8Phosphate- organic Los8 on Ignition @ 900C: 12%

TCE

SLIGH.T

KEY TO DATA
Approxima...";rcentage Ranges for Spectrographic. X-Ray and Microscopic Data

SEMI-QUANTITATIVE TERMS
PERCENTAGE RANGE

Term Spectrographic X-Ray and Microscopic
Majo _> 15 _> 30
Low Majo 8-15 20-30
High Minor 15-20
Minor 3-8 5-15
Low Minor 1-3 4-8
Trace 1-4

QUALITATIVE TERMS
Term Percentage Range
Considerable > 20

Fair 8-25
Slight 1-10
Trace < 1-4
N.D. Not Detected

MAY e[ US[D FOR X-RAY AND OAI
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BULLETIN RO11A

installation
and, operating

manual
eneral instructions for
Roth turbine pumps

ROY E. ROTH COMPANY





DO NOT RUN U LIQUID FILLED.
Any mechanical sea, or packing will heat from dry run.

I. Heat at the seal or packing can damage the sealing surfaces and cause the
pump to leak.

2. Heat from seal or packing dry run can expand the shaft and cause impeller
seizdre.

3. Make sure suction lines are full open and a steady supply of liquid is avail-
able.

4. Be sure suction piping is large enough and properly installed.

PROTECT PUMP INTERIOR AGAINST LARGE HARD SOLIDS.
The pump as shpped has closures in suction and discharge. Leave these
place until ready to install.

2. Flush the suction llne piping thoroughly before installation to remove any
slag, chips, or dirt.

3. Install a suction llne strainer to screen large particles (use 100 mesh or
finer). Use temporary plate strainer at flanged ioint if Y, L, or basket strainer
not specified.

DO NOT RUN AGAINST CLOSED DISCHARGE VALVES.
I. The high shut-off pressure of a turbine pump is beyond the mechanical limit
of the pump at 3500 RPM. Damaged shaft or impeller can result from overload.

2. Make sure all discharge piping is open at start-up. Do not start against
closed valves.

3. If a modulating valve is installed in the discharge, a by.pass valve should
be installed for pressure relief. A pressure differential valve should be used
on continuous service. A spring loaded by-pass valve can be used on inter-
miHent service. See Figure 6, page II.

4. Check all valves to make sure yoke, stem, and valve face are connected.

5. Examine all check valves fo make sure flow is in the proper direction.

6. Make sure discharge piping is large enough and properly installed.

Do not run on boiling liquids unless specifically designed for this service.
I. Boiling liquids can vaporize inside the pump causing dry run.

2. The pump is essentially a liquid handling machine and will not handle
quantities of gases.

3. Protect against boiling liquids by elevating the suction supply vessel. The
suction pressure created by an elevated receiver usually keeps the liquid at
the pump below boiling point.

4. Determine the minimum NPSH rating of the pump and set the minimum
liquid level in the receiver at this height or more above the pump.

5. For j,ids iust below boiling this height can b’ duced a
0.6 ft. fr each degree F below boiling in the receiver.

6. Do not restrict or valve the suction line when pumping near boiling or
boiling liquids. This would create a partial vacuum which would lower the
boiling point and cause the liquid to flash and the pump to run dry,

GUARANTEES
-A general guarantee or warranh/ is the factory’s pact with the user to
him of equipment of good quality.

Where certain operational hazards beyond the user’s control exist the
affempts to develop special features for special protection and issues
guarantees.

GENERAL GUARANTEE
All Roth pumps ere guaranteed for one year from date of installation
18 months from date of shipment aga|nst defects in workmanship or materii
This means the user or contractor has six months fo install and start the
ment and 12 months after start to discover anything that might escape
factory inspectors’ tests.

Not much does but if it should happen the guarantee is there.

It should also be clear that the guarantee does not cover damage
ment, damage in installation, or damage due to solid particles or
after start-up.

ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT GUARANTEES
The electrical equipment is covered by the guarantees of the original manu-
facturer and is extended through Roth by agreement to the contractor or use

In the event of motor, switch, or control malfunction the contractor or
the option of calling the Roth factory, salesman, representative or
going direct to the electrical manufacturer or his authorized representative.
repair stations.

Coution: In the event of electrical rouble do not authorize electrical rep
by an unauthorized repair .station. In most cases you will not be
for such expense. Call us or locate the nearest authorized repair station
fore incurring expense.

SPECIAL GUARANTEES
Rofh has developed two special feature guarantees to protect the user
damage beyond his control.

I. SHAFT GUARANTEED FOR TEN YEARS AGAINST BREAKAGE
OMMENDED SERVICE.

3
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The unusual loads ot )th pumps, especially at high pressure,s, ,- led us

design shafts far byond the size and weight needed for normal usage. Be-
use of this extra value the pump will be repaired free of charge at the

if the shaft breaks in recommended service within 10 years of date of

Iloy lined pumps are guaranteed against all forms of feedwater cor-
a period of two years from date of installation. Ths guarantee only
Boralloy lined pumps and only applies to boiler feedwater or con-

return service.

than the Boralloy guarantee above no corrosion guarantee is offered
that implied under the general guarantee.

Roth guarantees that the pump will be made of good qualify ma-
but does not accept the responsibility for the corrosion rate

uld environments.

or user should protect the pump against damage by corrosion
care that no strong chemicals or solutions other than those specified

to contact the pump interior.

boiler feed compounds contain alkali or ammonia which go into solu-
tion and attack the bronze parts in bronze tiffed boiler feed pumps. The
amine compounds which release ammonia in solution can also cause trouble
in the condensate return pumps since the ammonia will carry over with the
steam and dissolve in the returnin

pounds are selected as oxygen scavengers such as sodium sul
sodium sultite in solution can dissolve the iron lattice in cast iron

the carbon particles only.

and other hazards boiler feed compounds should be
or

iseparate chemical feed direct ro the

occasional practice of introducing chemical compounds to the
eiver tank or the deaerator almost always results in premature

failure due to corrosion and should be avoided. Pumps damaged
chemicals, other than BoraJloy lined, will not be covered by

,.general all bronze pumps are required for brine or salt water applications,
all iron pumps are required for alkali wash solutions. The selection of the
,er material of construction should be agreed upon by the manufacturer
the contractor or user at the time of purchase.

of pumps in brine or alkali wash service is not protected by war-

BALL I.,..RINGS ;
Roth guarantees that only bal bear|ngs by the best manufacturers using he
most advanced inspect;on and laboratory techniques are used.

Roth also guarantees that the bearings are installed with interference or
fits ;n accordance with the bearing manufacturers’ published recommendations
and tolerances. For instance 11 shaft journals under ball bearing inner races
are ground on centers to tolerance of plus .0002 inches minus nothing.
Roth also guarantees that all ball bearings are kept in closed and sealed con-
tainers until ready for assembly so that the ubr;canf or surfaces will not be
contaminated with dirt or corrosion.

n order to obtain maximum llfe from the bearings the user or contractor
should take steps fo insure that only clean, uncontaminafed lubricants are
used. n greasing bearings remember that over-greaslng is harmful. If the
grease goes in against resistance something is wrong.

TESTS
Every Roth pump shipped from the factory is pressure tested for leaks, and
is given a running test for capacity and head. The test records are kept on
file against the sales order.

In addition pumps running slightly over capacity are checked for power input
against specifiedlimits so that motors will notbe overloaded.

Finally all pumps for hot water service and all process pumps are heated to
240Fro check against binding due to expansion and contraction in service.

INSTALLATION
Unless the order specifies doweled pump and motor, alignment of flexible
coupled pumps at the factory operates only as proof that all dimensions are
proper relating to relative, height and spacing of pump and motor.

The factory cannot control either misalignment due to rough handling in ship-
ment or misalignment due to tension of mounting boffs or studs or pipe strain.

IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THE CONTRACTOR OR USER REALIGN THE
PUMP AND MOTOR AFTER THE UNIT IS SECURED IN PLACE.

SETTING THE UNIT
The base of feet must be set on a solid foundation that will not flex or re-
locate. A concrete base is usually required. This should be smooth and level
with provision for bolting the unit down at the proper points.
Bolt the unit down before connecting thepipes using a level and wedges to
minimize misalignment. Place unit on the foundation and drive wedges under
edge of bed plate until even support is secured. Any misalignment now ap-
parent usually involves shimming the pump or driver or both until the cylin-
drical surfaces of the coupling halves are within roughly .005 inch parallel and
1/20 angular alignment. The most commonly used too[ for checking alignment
is a straight-edge and the amount of misalignment is usually gauged by eye.





To check alignment, C a straight-edge across the coupling. TI
edge should be in full. Contact with both rims at the top, bottom nd sides.
Grouting should then be poured under the bed plate and permitted to set
perfectly before pulling down on the foundation bolts. Refer to Figure I.

[, I,II, I II ANGUIII MISAUONMENT
SHIFT ONI |Ne OF

BOTH ON BASE

I, I, I, I, II OFFSET MISALIGNMENT
SHIFT ENTIRE PUMP
OR MOTOR OR BOTH

NOTCHED

STRAIGH EDGE

FIGURE

PIPING
Suction and discharge pipes must line up and not be forced into position when
assembling to pump. All plping must be supported fo insure that no stresses
or strains are transmitted to the pump. Whenever possible flexible connections
should be used in connecting piping +o both the suction end discharge con-
nections of the pump.
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In +he c. of screwed connections +he suction p,plng i. nected +o the
by means of a short nipple screwed into +he pump connection and a
assembled on +he other end of +he nipple. The discharge piping is similar
connected +o +he pump with a nipple and a union ins+ailed in +he dc vn:
side between the pump and any other fittings such as gate valves or
valves. In +he event it becomes necessary +o work on the pump in the
i+ can be removed from the llne quite readily and put on a bench
will be easy +o work.

CAUTION: A liHle extra time should be spent making sure all pipe lines
naturally and all Connections +ouch before tightening flange bolts or

Poorly fi+ piping" has been known +o break cast iron suction or discharge
Even if i+ doesn’t cause breakage pipe strain can cause coupling
binding impeller,, or hot bearings.

PIPING TEST CONNECTIONS
There will always be occasions when properly selected pumps in firs+ cl
difion will fail +o deliver the desired performance. In such
era+ing and maln+enance people must use good judgment and
for +he causes of failure.

The last thing to do in this situation is to remove the pump .from the
and dismantle it to look for a mechanical cause. Ordinarily the
sembled pump’is carefully adjusted to deliver the performance

The first thing fo do is to use the factory assembled pump as’a
the conditions of operation. Assume that something unforseen in the
+ions of operation is the cause of failure. Look for the unknown c
condition.

The best thing to do is to install test connections in the line at the time
installation. In +he event of trouble this can save hours and sometimes
The following are recommended:

I. Suction head or suction lift

A pipe tee with plug should be in stalled in the suction line near the
+ion. In the event of poor performance a compound gauge should
in this tee and readings taken when the pump is idle and also when
is running at various discharge pressures.

2. Temperature
Some means of taking liquid temperature near the pump should be
Temperature near the pump af low pumping volumes is sometimes
hot liquids or warmer on cold liquids than at the suction vessel. It is im
to know temperature at the pump to determine the vapor pressure of
when it enters the pump.

3/. ’Another pipe tee in the suction llne is suitable. Many Roth pumps have a
tapping in the suction nozzle which can be utilized.





iDischarge pressu%
should be installed near the pump in the discharge llne to measur the
e developed by the pump. It will also be desirable to have a gate
in the line downstream of the pressure gauge to restrict the flow and

ressure at various settings. Many Roth pumps have a 3/’8" tapping
ge nozzle which can be utilized.

Pump caclfy
means of measuring pump capacity should be provided. Process plants
install flow meters or recording instruments for this purpose.

of instruments are usually too expensive for condensate return or
units. However another tee canbe installed downstream of the rag-

with a gate valve and drain connection so that the entire flow
)ed into a five or fen gallon pail. The pump capacity a various
be measured by measuring the time required to fill the container.

sctlon and discharge lines are equipped with these connections and com-
readings taken the cause of failure can be easily determined. One or

of three answers are possible:

pump is performing according to catalog or quotation.

pumping conditions do not conform with the specification.

pump does not perform according to catalog or quotation.

pump should be removed for examination only if all factors point fo
answer.

2 i& 3 for suggestions as fo test connections in suction and dis-

PRESSURE GAUGE
(Tapping Di’harp Nozzle)

COMPOUND GAUGE
(Tapping Sudfon No/.zle)|

/ GAlE VALVE
THERMOMETER 1

:’ (Tee
UNIGH GATE YAJ.VE

ROTH PUMPS EXCEPT BLEED OFF CONNECTION
10 5erles in Section 101,
U10 eri.= in Section M101,
and 200 Series in Section A102

FIGURE 2

PRESSURE GAUGE GATE VALV"

COMPOUND GAUGE
(T""’-’"’) / f--[/ u.,o.

(#) d X

I0 & 2 SERIES PUMPS
FIGURE 3

STUFFING BOX ON PACKED PUMPS
During factory festlng the gland on packed pumps is tightened to prevent
excessive leakage and may not be properly adjusted for ulflmafe installation.
Loosen the packing gland until there is no pressure on the packing before
starting. Tighten later according to start-up instructions.

WIRING
All wiring should be done in accordance with local code or power company
regulations. Single phase fractional horsepower motors shipped from the
tory are equipped with built-in thermal protection. All other motors, including
single phase integral horsepower and all three phase motors, should be pro-
vided with some kind of overload protection. ,11 three phase motors should
be equipped with across-the-line magnetic starters.

STARTING AND OPERATING
Observe the following in starting pump the first time:

I. Turn over by hand to make sure the shaft-impeller assembly is free from
binding.

2. Check alignment to make sure it has been properly aligned.

3. Make sure discharge llne is open. DO NOT START PUItP AGAINST A
CLOSED DISCHARGE VALVE.
4. Be sure valve in suction line is open and there is liquid in suction vessel
and pump.

5. Allow pump to come up fo the operating temperature of the liquid, if it
is above ambient, by jogging pump with starter.

6. Be sure pump is rotating in the proper direction. Refer fo rotational ar-
rows on pump body.





ar pump is star ad’ustl piackincj gland for proper pressure../no time
you attempt frstop all leakage from a packed stuffing box. Minimum
e of six drops per minute is required to lubricate the shaft properly.
rops per minute should not be considered excessive. Adjust packing

pump ,s running.

JRICATION
lubrication Bulletin R012A for instructions and lubricant.

!ECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Piping: Usea foot valve or check valve in the suction line for suction lift. The
suction piping should be at least the size of the suction connection for short

one size larger for long runs. This is especially important on the suction
of the pump and with liquids which are being pumped at or near their

The ideal size for the suction pipe handling boiling liquids per-
not greater than 4.0 feet per second. Suction piping should

y to the pump without back loops.
g: (Refer to Figures 4 & 5) When a suction trap and check valve,

strainer and Check valve, are installed in the suction line of
it becomes self-prlming after filling with water. To prime, remove
g plug. Pour enough water into pump through the opening to fill
and the suction trap. Replace the plug and turn pump over by hand
f ff is free. Jog the pump to check for proper direction of rotation.

on current and pump will remove the air from the suction line and pick
)rime. The length of time required to do this depends upon the size
th of the suction llne. The suction line must be bubble tight. It will

)e necessary to reprime unless there are leaks in the suction line. It ;s
’sable to remove the strainer screen periodically for cleaning.

VALVE
AND STRAINER

INSTALLATION WITHOUT
SELF PRIMING ATTACHMENT

FIGURE

CHECK VALVE .1.
G BOWl.

INSTALLATION WITH SELF PRIMING ATTACHMENT

FIGURE 5
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GATE VALVE UNION

UNION

REUEF VALVE

TO ORAN

INSTALLATION WITH RELIEF VALVE IN DISCHARGE
INSTALLATION WITH RELIEF VALVE

BEIVEEN DISCHARGE AND SUCTION

FIGURE 6 FIGURE 7

Relief Valves: The installation of a suitable relief valve in the discharge llne
is recommended if it is possible to close valves in the discharge llne against a
running pump. Figure 6 shows a relief valve installation for ordinary excess
pressure protection. Figure 7 shows relief valve installation in the by-pass be-
tween discharge and suction for use ONLY on liquids which are well below
boiling point.

Notice: Boiler feed and condensate pumps only:
Only vessels specifically labeled with ASME code stamp may be installed for
storage of steam. Most receivers provided for condensate return or boiler
feed service are intended as water storage vessels only and do not carry code
stamps. These receivers must be piped with unobstructed vent to atmosphere.

The manufacturer of boiler feed and condensate return units must rely on the
installer to observe all plumbing and piping codes in connecting. The follow-
ing check points to insure against unsafe introduction of steam pressure should
be observed:

I. Returning condensate should be trapped to maintain temperatures elow
210F.

2. The receiver should be piped with an unobstructed vent to atmosphere.
3. Operators who notice steam loss through the atmospheric vent should never
close the vent to conserve steam. This will result in steampressure inside the
vessel and create risk of explosion with hazard to llfe and property. Steam
loss through the vent must be eliminated by control of nontrapped drainage
to the vessel.

4. The use of perforated tube heaters is not recommended in atmospheric re-
ceivers.

5. Positve protection against overpressure is provided by Roy E. Roth Co. by a
blow-out plug installed in all atmospheric vented receiv.ers to. provide reliefin
case of obstructed or accidentally plugged vents. Do NOT replace this plug
with any substitute item; contact Roy E. Roth Co. for free correct replacement.

11





I ’T THo
installation and operating manual

Roth turbine pumps are made
with care and precision. This
information is provided for the
maintenance people who want

to preserve that quality on
which the performance de-
pends.

REPAIR MANUALS AVAILABLE

R101A- Head Repair Packed ulndustrial Pumps

R101B Head Repair Sealed--Industrial Pumps
R101C Frame Repair--Industrial Pumps
RI01D Seal Replacement--lndustrlal Pumps

RI02A Fractional HP Pumps--1750 RPM Repair

R102B Fractional HP Pumps u3S00 RPM Repair

R102C Close Coupled Pump Repair

R102D Vertical Condensate Pump Repair

RI02E Vertical Condensate Pump Moderization

TH THE ROY E. ROTH COMPANY
TURBINE PUMP DIVISION

ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS 61201
PHONE 787-1791 AREA CODE 309

Printed in U. S A.
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]olr OF IkLLOCRAPEIC EX/INTTO

S_p...es Reetd lareh 4.

Smile -6821 contained pare of the failure and is

ident olh u the h o/de of e tler

, YS2,’w f the

ieat t th tsd T-If

for T-. eI be O.Z

Pallorephie 8anples vere tkeu iron the fr(C)ured section
md frou the unftled sect/on of the same tube. These senples veto
nounted polished, eehodj ned under the uleroseol, ml then

Figure 2 is a eosraph of he O,D. ssettn near

praph f the8 thee of e t r

ht to a Ce of ptelyl Y.

Y-6852. sons ten feet the failure md tndeate sqa’ox/mataly thesane struetre8 es lurs8 2 and 3, respectively, except the surface

lssd on the above obsrvettons, it is evident that the tubes not T-11 stee but is a 0.5 molybdenum steel. Tho tube
apparently overheated as is ui/eated by the eheroidism5 8tructur endthe decarburisation. ]nal parttn of the tube is attributable to stresszpture. The tube veakened by surface crevices’, deearburtatm,t opera,ion shove a useful tenporeture rmae 8ueeunbed to the applied
internal pressure of 2475 psi, hich cowstitutes a etrees in excess o8000 psi on the redueed vail.





FiEure 1

Fractured Superheater Tube 2" Diameter X 0320" Wall

Figure 2

O.D. Cross Section Near 50X





Fisure 3

I.D. Cross Section Near Fracture 50X





Figure 5

O.D. Cross Section Away From Frac:ur 50X





sary choice. The usa of these two differ.
enttypes.Of.materialswithin the system
leads to the need for a dissimilar-metal

eld .tParisltio joint. ’:

The:)bleis ihherent]n sLmh disSimi-
I-tl/eld:joints"hae"
oned::ndvaiius:’’fixes:’ :hiave:h
apg)lied:Witfithe increasing Vend in:’re-
t toWeird .twO-shiftopbtion
(on;Ioddi for 16 hours with an 8-hour
o/eiglt shutLlown) theillty ind[Stry
hase(:rasl,of tansltion-joint
WeldfailuPeS in)ssil:flred steamplahts.
b of.the growitg concern thbse
faile’were cUSitg-::tle:inddSry-:the
Steam ":PowerPanelof the’ASTMI
ASME:/MPC:(AredCan Sdciey for Test-
it and"MaterieilslAmei-ican SoCiety of
Mechanical :Engineers/Metal Propeilies
Council) Joint Committee formeda spe-
ci,a[task group in 1977 tostudythe prob-
I-ind:make recornmehdations for
SOltiohS:

Extent of problem
Oneofthe firStactions of the group was a
qi)etitlare that was;submitted-to U.S.
gtilities’Seeking information on utility ex-
pedertce with dissimilar;metal Weld fail-
ui,es; Ti1e results-o that survey indicated
the widespread nature of the problem.
Fifty-fOuP utilities responded, and of a
total of 320 generating’units reported on,
failures’had been experienced in 60. Fail-
ures had occurred in.fusion welds using
three types of filler metal, in induction
pressure welds and in.electric-resistanca

52

widely used Cr-Mo steel although Other

steel will not be

21/4 Crol
316 stainless steel
with the high-nickel

and in the heat:ab..xbing
132) filler metal that

17 years (about
74,000hours. Thirty-savenpercentofthe 150000 ,hours) of, service-isshown in
reported failures occurred after 100,000 Figure It is a low-ductility failure that

,Of.operation;- 76%*.0f.tle f|ldf.s rediKthe 21/4Ci;-1MsC=e.i’et-he
d:W’ ihthrdi. ’. lliie’ (Figure lb) :’.FOP all-:fail

The survey clearly indicatel lae.wtKi ii:rha itfi
deCe:,of:;disimilai’;metl Wld;-fiiure Vtl|nct nSibXidtcturPfatPds
long befom-thd lifetime ofthe boiler fiJbes im::edin the
hdd?exhausted ’ ...... e’-fusion line: Ai:Ow Of.rite:,sine thi;original surveyWS Cohduct- brtifOixna-in’th g;aid.ldKdari!’of
ed- the task goUp ha received a’,lare thd2:1/4 Cr-1 Mosteelpafdllel

line’o-t5/r.fbm th fiJsi;linenumber Oradditional rely1.s frolitiestthave e.x,"pedancedth.pmblTle (alf-Ohe Orair-’wUth)
=ta giodp. Pia-:alo’had i:artiqtion and"iloogh nt,fouir tt’nirdfr0.
fi’Orn #eptesentativesofilitiesfrn Other tre;Of.Fioure :f, miPXoooidS-sionally
countries, including Canada, England, Ja- fb’in coiju’nctlon With the grajKbound-
pan, and Holland. Utilitieain allof.:th ary precipitates. The crack prblagates
countries’ reported: problemS=imila’Y to a|bi’ig;the’grain bOundarieS pai;alli to
those in the United States; ’: the’ fJSidri line .......
The e’onomic consequences of tube Fafldi’eS ir fusion welds madewith an

failures were estimated in an Electric aste;,hiticstainJesssteelfilleretal,:s(ch
Power ReSearch Institute (EPRI) report, estyleO9i"orfailUre*of indbCttoripres
where it was stated that boilei;-ttJbe fail- siJreWeldsat ill’st glance Ofteh e[prto
ures are a major causeof boiler outages be- omewhat different from’ fdilues in
(Ref: 1 ). Thd authors estimatl that tube fusi)n Welds made with-high=niCkel;’filler
failures account for a4% annual loss Of rfletalS: However n-closer inSo,
availability in the United States. A 1% commOn features, are foutd
improvement in availability Of coal plants weld. For a type 309 tairtless sfeel Weid,
nationwide over a five-year pedod would no lihe of grain bOundafies’fomls parallel
be valued at $1.2 billion, tb’the fLtsionline Nevertheles;tfiegrain

boundaries inthe vicinity ’of the fusionline
Nature and cause of failures contain relatively.-large, precipitates &nd
As a result of the widespreadnature of the fracture propagates through these
the problem and its economic conse- grain boundaries. Because the-grain
quences, the ASTM/ASME/MPC task boundaries make variousangtes with the
group established a program to deter- fusionline, the intergranular.craclOffen
mine the cause of the problem and devel; :oceeds by a more tortuous route:om-





paPed o the crack in a high-_nickel wel.
=ill more comp!!catedip.r-i.lita-

structureoccurs in aninductioressure
weld

peared to have come-
bad

They in-
clude: ( (2)
low’oxidation resist)ftheiowalioy
ferritic se!,(3.)
(4). metaliurgicadet.oO;!by
eleatedtematur,.ire. 11eirn

During,powr(;piaM5oati:tiumer-
ous.strt-Ups:ar!nsigenerate
themalstresseslwitfiir;jornt.
cC,CStesses,’sup
sidual.wilding..striterdal
and.’internai’steamWs!atebelieved
to,be

this ofdi,i!ldfailure

faiiLJn Peitei::itagr liowee!i ii:!bing
stib.prat
cyc!idg, when the" plait;is staded and
stOll:d-are-imgedant. todissimii8P.metal

::ln;atest program ine; 1950s;TuCker

oyclJC"stress, he/ab (f oxygen
(pure,helium atmosphere), d.bterred fail-
ure_=ca frecL=uree when
testsWPecarriedogt!JiS:hliu’mwith;mall
arrtountsofoygerr..FiOm, cracks
that.formduring!o’llose simulat
ed,ih,!the,.labomiorye:isual yhighly
oxidized:, Tucker andEbade:,ct)ncluded
th, the relatively=highoxidation rates for
the ferritic steel couldgive-, rise,to,oxide
notches that ultimately.led to’failure.

Mellurgical factom,. ::
:migreti(xlbsaquentdecar-
budTationbf the loW-alloy ferritic steel are
tht’esitofthedifferencein carbon solu-
b|hty,n,theweld nletaL;ferdbc stee s.
Dudng welding and elevtecktemperature
serviCe, carbon, is transferr.ed from the
fenitic steel tothe weld metal by diffu-
sion. This leadstoa:decarbuized zonein
the feiTitic steel, whidn causesa de-
crease’in the strengthof the ferdtic steel
compared with this same steel having a
nermal,cadon composition..

,occurs in





)y

elevated-temperature

failure. The chief new feature.of
posed mechanism.was

chromium-depleted

er..,

was advaqtageous because;

high in chromium are left behind aridgrow

rionsthtevallybm(

ttegmiundaries
Chromium.ncton.in tvicini(f
theprior-atitPaindadS
tloweroidSti0stace,- 0fid2
Gr,1. Mo st:lvitably;,an oxide
formsatheeXai8 ;= op

at
ncentration i ;lgtion:.n
MostmakiX agrain-ndhs
teines the Oxidation, resistan);;;.

-A’ fatigue crack-was:
cleate low th oxide n0tch (Ref:3)
Nucleation is u:byeaHdin

preum-and e cyclic-thal
svesdudngheag andlg
fossil-fir plant:-etheal;
aredueto the= differs in
of: ermal expansion of the.matmials
making up e joint. The differeHh
eXternal loads (i.e,, bendig,Stre
and welding stms) on diffLtus
explains why metu fail,and.other
similar ones do not
Once a ack isnucleate, it wil!pmpa.

gate in the chromiumepleted ion.
Crock propagation-oum undthinflu
end-of theexternal Ioad;the; igtemal
tu Dreum, ande-cyclic ;:theal
stresses; it n al be aid: bye
stm genat by;the large volumeof
oxidefo within a crock: More imr-
tent, this rion has lower strength b
uofrn Io during weldingand
sewice, so crock propagation ’thmugh
this rion is easier
Of ccial impotence to the pro

mechanism is e richment of chromi-
um in the prior-austenite groin undades
of the -2i:Cr-1 Mosteel heat-affected





zone, Microprobe analysis showed that
thecarbides within the grain boundaries
areenrichedin chromium relative to the
matrix immediately adjacent to=the grain
boundaries, Work byOther., investigators
haa!o,demdnstrated chromium nrich-
me’at grain bOundaries:during welding.
.’ ’l;he mechanism envisiohed-applies to
fuioffweldsmadewith:bOtha high-nickel
a.claustenitic:Stainless steel filler metal.
ev,_en thougthere, is,a slightly different
frC"Jre morphology.’: Ind.,the pro-
po:’mechatismbpplies-extremely Well
fOP inlgction-pressure "We!ds; where, a
very :d!fferent fractul’e morphology was
ohm;at-the outetnd innerdiame-
t: Th d fferent orphology was,ex-
plaini:!in:lerns:oF the microstructural
ch.estlt ;oc6,ul; duringwelding; :::

anism,nvisionedalplies to
fusonwldS.adewithlX>th-a:high-nickel
a-:aJtti,’cstainlteel-fillermetal,e.j.themii-a;$1ightiy different

.’.nismapplies.xtremely Well
fol.tion-pressu.reweldsb,,wherea
v.i.ierent fractiim morpho!ogy,wes
o’.attheOtiter,ai:inndiame-
tee+.diferent morphology+ was.+ ex-
p+j++ii,te=+ o.the,+ miCromructurac.,+at occur dudng +welding. ;+:.

+++ipr.thePOPOS(I;failure+mecha-
nism, +;,eval!possible+,solutidns .+,were
prp,+(Ref+:3):Elimint on "Of. ext’-

s,have nobeen!hown topla
maOd,piObably",pivotal+rte,:in:
faiiJ)+++++.hc;+uge+tel,soluti<ns+4n.

extt!laces.ofthe weldsandtransi-
tio.pispoolpieces)., between the
tU.. }WerDthe ’,thermal, sttesses: :Ina,oreto,pPoplbsingli- spooli piece,that
wrii.!oer ,therma.;strses the" pro-

,siltel;iiative:ttansitiOn.piecesolution,
:rstabiliZed..-chromium.molylxie-

nuteel transition piece withohigher
ch..m..concentration than 2 1/4% Cr.
BeSideji. keeping sufficient chromium
avaiie:t maintain oxidationres Startce
,d.a..6xlde’notCh rmaio[the
.}ilrm nCentraton;nd car-
bon-stabilization of such a, spool piece
rflaY’ allower the amount of carbon

ii!ay study
Tl!.e has been one detailed utility study

to’teatet,e oe,vation Of oint
f-i,O"Condit on:existing., n an oper-
atiiii;.fossil.fired bo let. DIO ey; et al
lR).’at’OntarioHydro conductedan
i.v.i..ti;nat*hat tiey ca,ed "staU>n
.,..litjsplant<’consist’ed of two 300,MW

=1,000 type
steel fusion welds. Five

ly 350 starts had been made.
Four’of the five failures occurred in the

while providing

SU

Weld

Radiation beam





authors note the diffiCUlty of making In-
conel-type welds, and the use of such
weldscould lead to failures, caused, by
welding defects uchaS lack. Offusion or
rtpenetratic;:
eabledifferenncofficiefiEftemal
xlansion- betwee_:the.-,stan!eSS:steel
id.the !ncoeltypifillrmetal,;
at;these;:intea!-
ture failqretf :welds..:;ntaingdefects.

side ofij0irltff,t;t-Otrio
Hydro,,. but repairs:hadbeen madewith
out metallOgraphiceXainati(n.to deter-
n’iine tlte.exi
!nnattempt to:minieth-problems

inherent;in mking thiOelty!.welds
in the field, Ontario Hydro s practiceis to
repairdissimilarmetai:Weld failuresby
the iuse rOf a-Short spool.pieC_. ;that’ is

madeiil the shophis.Sl:o.!i.e,Which
coritainstheissimila.,rpeta‘aid,3sthan
insa!i.edinthe:boileimJchs.imp!eiimiiarmtaiivi(ferriti.steel

stainlesssteel;):;ioi6
I:Kjlr,z. the: :SlFpjece...di.s’"milaPmetal
inconversabns;ith! Ut !ity:!enginesrs
thathavedlt with;the cp.s,sim,ar-netal
weld prob em it isfOuhd tbat’various
approaches-have been take.on,towardre-
pair. Although a high-nickel filler metal is
known to.. off alon joint lifetime,

less stesllh|si$glerilldonbecause
of the known diffi!tYof making welds
with a . w ver
we ds--usua !ylconeL: 182.
he rewelding p’..ocedure generally in-

volves grinding outth.ld weld. A weld-
preparationlet’iil.to prepare
the weld urfca ’anda.6ew fusion weld
is made with.th austJtiC stainless steel
or high-niSei fiiier-!. In:soe cases,
a spool pJec JsuSimilaro .the ap-
proach, of Ontai0 Hr’(R(, 4).

Nondestructive tests
Nondestructive examination techniques
are gradually becoming .ave,able .to ob-
tain a reliable quantitaedetermination
Of the extenof Cracki in a given joint.
At present, the dye-penetrant technique
is the most widely used teq,hnique be-

’ ecause of its smpl cty..d.!.re oft n
cleaned and theninsped vith a dye.
However, because ox.,ide notches of vari-
ous depths form nadir’ the fUSion line of
essentially all d ss milar-metal]welds, it is
difficult to interpret, the results without
extensive surface gdnding: In some
cases, dyepenetrant’ indications of
cracks have been used as a basis for the
decision to replaceall the dissimilar-metal
welds within a boiler. When such indica-
tions are obtained in conjunction With sev-

eral joint failures,replacement ofalrjoJnt..
is taken as

J. H. Smith at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory has developed an ultrasonic
detection technique, for use in. inspectjng
the dissimilar-metal weld’= jointsHn the
large-diameter pipes-of.the: ClinchRiver
Breeder,Reactor. The use.of thesetech-
niques on the muchsmallerdiameter boil-
ertubes, isfraughtwith diffic!tiesi-Cacks
may be detebted insome cseSbutwith-
out the extensiye:.developt!!of.stan
.dards,it isi:!mpp.ssib!it0guarante,.that
.all cracks have been.detected; Smithbe-
lieves that;,eddy-currant detectors may

eventua!!Yoffer:.the best-possii! for
inspecting Suchwelds. Work;is
in progress todevelop such detectors.
The most promising nondestructive ex-

amination technique to;emerge for. this
problem: is. a modification of the.conven-
tional, radiographic, technique::for tubes.
This technique Wasintrodused by,:B: F.
Gume of,lheUl:dO,n.Elric Compnyof
St. Louis-(Ref. 5); it Uses anliddiun192
source, but modifies: ithe anglebf inci-
dence..of.the.gammer’y? ben::qn! the
tube atideld (seeFig 3);:se the
rays: travel through arelativel,.lrge vol-
ume Of defecttt defectism, easily
detected=, According.tO Gumea:iTo:be
detectable by radiography,-;_the defect
must run somewhatontinuously around
a section of theweld.’.’ This condition has
been found to be the case for dissimilar-
metal welds in the failme Wocess.
To prove th..eiiU:;G_i.a:gd his

=colleagues ra=ga. :i:3:,jdsand
found linea no’icatiOS: in21,when the
four welds that the radiaihSrVealed

was cohliJdtltuse of the de-
fects present, "these welds would have
failed before the next scheduled shut
down." The technique,was used by Union
Electric inOne Of itS .boilers to show a
correlation betwee iveld failures and
tube temPeratures. Thocouples were
attached to tubes to de,terrains the.tem-
perature’ profile across"e width of a
boiler; teratureeged"fPqr 910 to
1140. F (490-615:C).With the radio-
graphic technique, dissimilar-metal weld-
jp!n deterioration was found to be direct-
ly related to the temperature variation
across the boiler (failure rate increased
with temperatur,e). As a result of these
observations, modifications on the boiler
have been planned.

Recently ..the [diographic technique
was modifby Guinea into a double-
film technique. One fastfilm (Du Pont
70) and One slow film (Du Pont 45) are
used in the same filmholder. The slow film
was. added-=to increase the ability of the
method to detect-defects very close to
the outside diameter.

In Union Electric Company reports and
in conversations with Guinea, he pointed
out that there are some problems,with the
technique, just as with any newprocess;
Evenwith the two-film technique;OUtside-
[iaeter cracks were not:detected on

two welds which,;were subsequently
tinned. Howev, ifthey had remainedin
the .-boiler, =they; ;would probably have
been;detecte.qn.subs..quet radio

-vl..::failue,::bmea;-intei;I .Qiti=:that:to
dtthefnique.hb;ed’:their
purposes: welli:,since it :has,j-use,
,no,in-svicefailures, haeoccurred: in
areas of:Union Electric-boilers:athave
bea in,spected utilizi,kthetrique.
-One !imitatiOn:of-,e-echniqu,ithat

no,other workers canbeinthe area:ofthe
bq!l.hemraiogphsare.beiogA’na.de,
i at.[esw-on-El|clso
intested.iri iultrasonic
niques, AlthoUgltt pre,etthis t-
nique is highly Loperatol.dependet :and
limited by the rough tubings,finish, :efforts
are under way-to.refine.thei:xocess.
J ScheefecofiDetoiL Edisonhas used

the;-Union, Eletri,techniqtlewith suc-
css!!10 theodgiali trial;! De.troitiEdison
engineersjn.276
unit.:Thirty-eight.cent ga.v!gnificant
indications:of,,..cracking:Elppearedto be..:very==.near failure, A,s,i,Was. not
possible to replace!allofjoint.s dur-
ing that sh.utdoWni.the
tized: accordingtdthe radic:infof
matin..-ThoSejbdged,clo.t,..f.ailure
were replaCed.,When futui:ispections
are madei:,Scha:efe prom,s;s.,com-
pare old and.new :radiog:alii=to. deter-
minecrackproPagation.-.rate.:;informa-
tion that wouldimve.usefo!ii

The. imprv.e.;pondestruetive testing
techniques;offrutility .eggineers, .a
(hanceto; monitordissilr.etal,.Weld
deterioration, artdifficase.:el it is;rK)t
possible-to-replae..e" all;he.;!Nve!,ds in:an
operating:boiler, e:ff;Wlds cad
be individual!y replaced;asthe; .n.eed
arises;. This deve!opment-coupled witha
betterunderstanding of.thefailuremeCha-
nismand an-understanding ofthe str_
es responsible forthsfailuresshouldrjead
to;dissimilar-metal welds with-:, lifetJs
simi!arto those ofthesteam tUs=;ENID
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METALLOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION

Most boiler tube failures are the result of two adverse conditions, excessive heat or
chemical attack, or a combination of the two. Excessive heat produces permanent,
significant changes in the micro metallographic appearance of the steel which can be
observed and photographed. These changes in structure begin, to occur slowly at a

tempe.rature around 900 F and much more rapidly above 1350 F.

In order to see the significant structure, small steel specimens are cut, molded in
plastic for convenient handling, and the surface of the specimen ground, polished
and etched. These specimens, pictured above, are examined with a special micro-
scope, shown on cover.

Complete metal failure analyses are among the services offered by Nalco Chemical
Company.





RIGHT: Photograph
of a failed boiler tube.
For metallographic
study small sections
are cut from areas of
both normal and ab-
normal structure.

often due

Figure 1 is a photomicrograph at 500 magni-
fications of the low carbon steel used in
fabrication of boiler tubes. This photomicro-
graph shows normal steel structure which is

composed of ferrite and pearlite. The light
colored ferrite is iron containing a low per-
centage of carbon in solid solution. Pearlite,
the dark grains, is composed of ferrite and
cementite in a banded or layered structure.
Cementite is an iron-carbon compound
(Fe3 C).

The photograph above pictures a failed boil-
er tube. To determine the metallographic
causes of failure, small sections are cut from
selected locations that show both the normal
and themodified structure of the steel.
These sections are mounted, polished and
etched, then examined by the metallograph-
er.

Five conditions of steel structure related to
excessive heating (see diagram, page 5), and
three related to other destructive conditions

(see table, page 6), are identifiable.

Figure 2 shows intergranular oxidation. Note
the dotted dark lines of iron oxide around
grains, and also larger dark areas of iron
oxide, steel at high temperatures (usually
above 1350 and in contact with oxygen
bearing gas frequently oxidizes mostrapidly
at the grain boundaries. This weakens the
bond between the crystals and failure may
occur.

Figure 3 pictures decarburization. Note ab-
sence of the normally present pearlite areas
because of loss of carbon by conversion to
gaseous compounds. This change takes place
when above 1350 F with

oxygen present, or may occur with hydrogen
penetration at lower temperatures.

Figure 4 shows a section that has undergone
grain, growth. Note enlarged grains compared
to Figure 1. Decarburization has also oc-

curred. At temperatures above 1550 F
grain si.ze tends to increase, resulting in loss
of tensile strength.

Figure 5 shows quenched structure and
needle crystals. When steel is heated to
temperatures above 1350 F and quickly
cooled: this structure frequently results.

Figure 6 pictures spheroidization. Note that
the dark pearlite .areas evident in Figure 1
are absent, due to rearrangement of cement-
ite into rounded grains. It results from pro-
longed heating of low carbon steel in the
900 1350 F range, a combined time/tem-
.perature effect. It occurs very slowly at 900
F, but may require only a few hours at 1350
F.

NORMAL STEEL STRUCTURE





overheating

INTERGRANULAR OXIDATION

Figure 2

Figure 3

Changes in microstructure of
metals are a function of time
and temperature. The higher
the temperature, the shorter
the time required to bring
about a structural change.
Under800 F change nor-
really takes longer than the
service !ife of the,equipment,

GRAIN GROWTH

1300

QUENCHED STRUCTURE
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Figure 7 shows a corrosion fatigue crack.
This condition occurs under repeated cyclic
stress, where the normal protective oxide on

the steel surface is repeatedly broken and
reformed at the expense of the metal. The
resultant progressive cracking, primarily
across the grains, leads to ultimate failure of
the steel. Heating is not a primary factor in
corrosion fatigue cracking, but will acceler-
ate failure.

Figure 8 shows caustic cracking. It occurs in
the grain boundaries and originates at a
surface. The cracks are always continuous.
The following four conditions must be pre-
sent to cause caustic cracking of steel.

1. The metal must be under a close to
yield-point tensile stress.

2. There must be some local mechan-
ism, such as a small leak that allows
water to flash away and leave behind
high concentrations of boiler water
solids in contact with the stressed
metal.

3. The concentrated boiler water solids
must contain caustic.

4. The concentrated boiler water solids
must contain silica.

SOME TYPES OF BOILER CORROSION

TYPE OF
ATTACK

1. Corrosion
Fatigue

2. Decarbur-
ization

3. Oxygen
Pitting

4. Concen-
trated Boil-
er Water
Solids.

CONDITIONS
CAUSING TROUBLE

Cyclic stress and cor-
rosive environment.

A. High temp. plus oxy-
gen.

B. Hydrogen penetration.

Intermittent or con-
tinuous exposure to
oxygen containing
water.

A. Local concentrating
mechanism for boiler
water.

B. Elevated tempera-
tur.

CORROSION FATIGUE

..,.,;.Y..: . ",:fl..,.,;

’ " : ’’.""

Fibre 7

CAUSTIC CRACKING

Fibre 8

future._

METALLOGRAPHIC examinations can pro-
duce accurate data on immediate cause of
metal failure. However, because the metal
has usually been subjected to various tem-
perhtures before failure occurred, most metal
specimens examined do not show single,
clear cut, textbook cases of the individual
types of failure. Thus a skilled and experi-
enced metallographer is needed to prepare
sections and interpret photomicrographs. In
addition, it is essential that a complete envi-
ronmental service history be available to aid
in the correct diagnosis of the trouble and
provide a basis for ccurate recommenda-





GLOSSARY OF METALLOGRAPHIC TERMS

ACICULAR--A spine or needle shaped

crystal whose length is three or more times

it width.

ALLOY--A substance that has metallic

properties and is composed of two or more

chemical elements of which at least one is a

metal.

ALPHA IRON- The form of iron which is

stable below A3 point (1670 F) and has

body centered cubic structure.

ANODE- In corrosion, the electrode where

oxidation is occurring.

ANNEALING- A process of heating and

cooling; usually involves heating to slightly

above A3 point followed by slow cooling.

Used to induce softness, relieve stresses, to
form pearlitic structure, to produce grain

refinement and to remove gases.

AUSTENITE- A solid solution in which

gamma iron is solvent (structure normally

present in steel above A3 point): character-

ized by a face centered cubic structure.
Austenite is non-magnetic.

BAINITE A decomposition product of

austenite consisting of an aggregate of ferrite

and carbide. In general, it forms at tempera-
tures lower than those where fine pearlite
forms and higher than that where martensite

begins to form on cooling. Its appearance is:

(1) feathery if formed in the upper part of

the temperature range, (2) acicular, resembl-

ing tempered martensite, if formed in the

lower part.

BANDED STRUCTURE-- A segregated
structure of nearly parallel bands of metal

crystals aligned in the direction of working.

BRITTLE FRACTURE- Fracture with little

or no plastic deformation.

CARBIDE--A compound of carbon with

one or more metallic elements..

CARBON STEEL Steel that owes its prop-

erties chiefly to the presence of carbon,

without substantial amoun.ts of other alloy-

ing elements; also termed,: steel,
straight carbon steel, Or

CARBURIZATION The introduction of
carbon into a solid fcrrous alloy by holding
above Ac! (see transformation temperature),
in contact with a suitable carbonaceous ma-
terial.

CAUSTIC CRACKING- A form of continu-

ous intergranular cracking originating at the

surface of the metal, caused by the attack of
caustic on the "cement" between highly
stressed metal grains. Because resultant metal
fractures have a brittle appearance, the form

of attack is commonly referred to as caustic

embrittlement.

CAVITATION DAMAGE- Wearing away of

metal through the formation and collapse of

cavities in a liquid.

CEMENTITE--A compound of iron and
carbon known as iron carbide (FeC); char-
acterized by great lardness..Makes up alter-
nate lamellae in pearlite.

COALESCENCE- The union of particles of

a dispersed phase into larger units, usually
effected below the fusion point. (i.e. carbide
migration).

COLD WORK- Any of various metalwork-
ing operations carried out below critical tem-
perature range. In general, it consists of

plastic deformation at such temperatures and
.rates that substantial increases occur in

strength and hardness of metal. Visible struc-
tural changes include distortion of grains and

in some cases, mechanical twinning or band-
ing.

COOLING STRESSES--Stresses developed
by uneven contraction or external constraint

of metal during cooling; also .those stresses

resulting from localized plastic deformation
during cooling.

CORING’--A variable composition between

the center and surface of a unit of structure.

CORROSION FATIGUE --The repeated
cyclic stressing of a metal in a corrosive

medium, resulting in faster deterioration
than would be encountered as the result of

eithe_r.. _cyclic stressing or of co.rrbsion alone.

Under b.oil .conditions, .lets .to





cracking resulting from progressive break-
down of protective oxide films due to cyclic

stressing.

CRATER-TYPE CORROSION (See Duc-
tile Gouging)

CREEP- The plastic flow or deformation of
metals held for long periods of time at
stresses lower than the normal yield strength
and at temperatures rendering the metal
susceptible to such yielding. Long time creep
at elevated temperatures frequently yields
intergranular, discontinuous, cracks.

CREVICE CORROSION- A type of corro-
sion caused by the concentration of dis-
solved salts, metal ions, oxygen or other
gases, in crevices or pockets remote from the
principal fluid stream, with a resultant build-
ing up of differential cells that ultimately
cause deep pitting.

CRITICAL POINT (See Transformation
Temperature)

CRITICAL RANGE --Temperature range be-
tween A and A3 (See Transformation
Temperature)

DARK. ETCHING CONSTITUENTS-- Con-
stituents of a microstructure which appear
dark after etching. They are generally
mixtures not a single, welt defined material.

DECARBURIZATION- The loss of carbon
from a ferrous metal as a result of heating in a
medium that reacts with carbon.

DENDRITIC-- A structure that has a tree-like
branching pattern, being most evident in cast
metals cooled slowly through the
solidification range.

DEZINCIFICATION Corrosion of a brass
involving loss of zinc and formation .of a
residue or deposit of copper in the form of
plugs or layers.

DUCTILE FRACTURE A fracture in which
distortion of grains is evident.

DUCTILE GOUGING A localized pitting or
crater type attack normally characterized by
wastage of .tube metal beneath a porous
deposit or at some other point of chemical
concentration. It progresses to n
the tube wall !thin: to a point

stress rupture. The microstructure of the
damaged metal does not change, and the
tubing retains its ductility.

ELASTIC LIMIT- The maximum stress that
a material will witlistand without permanent
deformation.

EMBRITTLEMENT Reduction in normal
ductility of a metal due to a physical or
chemical change. (Also see Caustic Cracking,
Hydrogen Embrittlement)

ETCHING In metallography, the process of
revealing structural details by the preferential
attack of reagents on a metal surface. For
ferrous metals 2% nitric acid in ethyl alcohol
(nitai) and 4% picric acid in ethyl alcohol
(picral) are most commonly used.

EUTECTOID STEEL- This composition in
pure iron-carbon alloys is 0.8% C but
variatiohs from this composition are found in
commercial steels and particularly in alloy
steels in which th carbon content of the
eutectoid is usually lower. Structure will be
all pearlite.

EXFOLIATION- A type of corrosion that
progresses approximately parallel to the
surface of the metal, causing layers of the
metal to be elevated by the formation of
corrosion products. This type of corrosion is
most commonly associated with cupro-nickl
alloys and aluminum.

FATIGUE- The tendency for a metal to
break under conditions of repeated cyclic
stressing considerably below the ultimate
tensile strength.

FATIGUE CRACK--A fracture that is
progressive strutting from a nucleus where
there is an abnormal concentration of cyclic.
stress {such as a notch) and propagating
through the metal.

FERRITE- A solid solution in which alpha
iron is the solvent. Comprises the light areas
in normal, etched, low-carbon steel.

FILLET A concave junction of 2 surfaces.

FOLDS- Defects caused by continued fabri-
cation of over!a:ppi=og surfaces
called a "lap":
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!:Will

increase in
bOiler tubes it-is

to
length of time:’.

in terms of
.area. Usually grain size

arid determined at
On ASTM scale

:to 8 with No. 1 being
No. 8 the smallest.

Corrosion of
in which the metallic iron

into corrosion prod-
graphite intact.

--A heating and cooling
the combined carbon in
is transformed wholly or
or free carbon.

Defined in terms of method
(1) Usually resistant to

(2) Stiffness or temper of
(3) Machinability charac-

(4) Brinell and Rockwell hard-
are almost exclusively used. Bri-

diameter of indentation under
:and Rockwell measures depth of

EMBRITTLEMENT A form
ent caused by the diffusion of

into the steel, reacting with
:-and other non-metallic impurities at

iboundaries of the steel. The steel is
:brized and the resultant forma-

and other gases builds up
that cause discontinuous inter-

-cracks in the metal.

--Particles of impurities (usu-
sulfides, silicates and such} that

held mechanically or are formed during
or by subsequent reaction

solid metal.

TALLINE INTERGRAN.
the grains or crystals of a

ULAR CRACKING-- Cracks
which follow along the grain
the microstructure of metals

lso intercrystalline)

ULAR CORROSION A type
ical corrosion that progresses
along the grain boundaries of

because the grain boundary
material anodic to the cen-

of the grains.

--Steel deoxidized with a
agent such as silicon or

in order to reduce oxygen content
so that no reaction occurs

carbon and oxygen during solidifi-
This prevents decarburized rims.

I-NATIONS" Metal defects with separa-
tion or weakness gnerally aligned parallel to
the worked surface of the metal. May be the
result of defects in the original ingot.

MACROGRAPH A photographic reproduc-
tion that has not been magnified more than
10 times.

MALLEABILITY--The property, that deter-
mines the ease of deforming a metal when
the metal is subjected to rolling or hammer-
ing. The. more malleable metals can be ham-
mered or rolled into a thin sheet more easily
than others.

MARTENSITE- An unstable constituent in
quenched steel formed without diffusion and
only during cooling below a certain tempera-
ture. The structure is characterized by its

acicular---appearance-on the surface of..a
polished and etched specimen. Martensite is
the hardest of the transformation products
of austenite. Quenched structures found in
ruptured boiler tubes are frequently marten-
sitic.

MATRIX- The principal phase or base met-
al in which another constituent is present.

METALLOGRAPHY The science, concern-
ing the constitution and structure of metals

a.d alloys as revealed by the microsc(

" i, i





--The structure of pol-
metal and alloy specimens
microscope.

;ed reduction in area

The reduction

gth, impact or static,
me:.i of: a stress concentration

the ratio of notched to

(BOILER METAL)
cture in boiler metal
metal temperatures. The

not be permanently dam-

.!amellar aggregate of fer-
This is the norma’l or

structure of most steel speci:

homogeneous portion

A graphical representa-
temperature and

of phase fields and phase
alloy system. In a binary
re is usually the ordinate
the :abscissa.

A photographic re-
object magnified more

Permanent dis-
under the action of

Unsoundness in cast metals

--The process of
alloy of suitable compo-

within or above the critical
at a rate sufficient to
substantially. The pro-
the formation of mar-

EATION- The change from
to another, as occurs
g through a critical

REFORMED PEARLITE Pearlite in an.
overheated region which formed because of
slow cooling. It generally is of a different
grain size than that in original metal.

RESIDUAL STRESS--Stress present in a
body that is free of external forces or
thermal gradients.

RIMMED OR RIMMING STEEL--An ’in-
completely deoxidized steel normally con-
raining less than 0.25% C and having the
following characteristics: (a) during solidifi-
cation an evolution of gas occurs sufficient
to maintain a liquid ingot top until a side
and bottom decarburized rim of substantial
thickness has been formed, (b) after comple-
ted solidification the ingot contains two
distinct zones--a decarburized rim some-
what purer than when poured and a core of
desired carbon content and scattered blow-
holes.

SEAM On the surface of metal, an un-
welded fold or lap which appears as a crack,
usually resulting from a defect in casting or
working. Also may be a mechanical or welded
joint, which may or may not have a differ-
ent microstructure.

SEGREGATION Concentration of metal
constituents at specific regions.

SENSITIZATION--The increased suscepti--
bility to intergranular corrosion in austenitic
stainless steels. A stainless steel that is sensi-
tized can be detected metallographically as
prominent grain boundaries.

SELECTIVE LEACHING- The removal of
one element from a solid alloy by corrosion
processes. Common examples of this type of
corrosion are dezincification, and graphitic
corrosion.

SPHEROIDITE An aggregate of iron or al-
loy’ carbides of essentially spherical shape
dispersed throughout a matrix of ferrite.

SPHEROIDIZING- Any process of heating
and cooling (usually prolonged mild over-
heating) that produces a rounded or globular
form of carbide in steel.

STRESS CORROSION CRACKING--Fail-
ure of metals by combined action of corro-
sion and stress, residual-or applied.-Some-
times called season cracking when applied to





STRESS RELIEVING- A process of reduc-
ing residual stresses in a metal by heating it
to a uitable temperature.

TEMPERED MARTENSITE-- The dark
etching, acicular structure that is developed
by heating martensite to permit the precipi-
tation of numerous tiny carbide particules.

TEMPERING--The reheating of quench-
hardened steel to a temperature below the
critical or transformation range and cooling
as desired.

TENSILE STRENGTH- For practical pur-
poses, the maximum load in psi which a

metal will withstand before fracture.

TRANSCRYSTALLINE (TRANSGRANU-
LAR) Literally, across the crystal (or
grain).

TRANSFORMATION PRODUCTS OR
STRUCTURES Microstructures that are
the result of heating within the transforma-
tion range. They are frequently not resolv-
able as to a single structure, but exist as
mixtures.

TRANSFORMATION TEMPERATURE
The temperature at which a change in phase
occurs. The following symbols are among
those used for iron and steel:

A The temperature at which aus-
tenite begins to form on heat-
ing.

Ac3
--The temperature at which trans-

formation of ferrite to austenite
is completed during heating.

Ar --The temperature at which tr’ans-
formation of austenite to ferrite
plus pearlite is completed during
cooling.

Ar3 --The temperature at which aus-
tenite begins to discard ferrite
on cooling.

NOTE: All changes occur at lower tempera-
tures on cooling than during heating and
depend upon rate of change of temperature.
For our purposes, we will assume that equili-
brium conditions exist and will call lower
critical point A1 and upper .critical point A3.

TUBERCULATION The formation of lo-
calized corrosion products scattered over the
surface in the form of knob-like mounds.

TWIN--Two portions of a crystal which
appear as parallel lines, and are related to each
other in orientation as mirror images.

YIELD POINT- In low and medium carbon
steel, the stress at which a marked increase in
deformation occurs without increase in load.
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A REPORT ON THE USE OF ALUMINUM CONDENSER TUBES
AT ARMSTRONG STATION

WEST PENN POWER COMPANY

by

M. D. Baker
Chief Chemist

Armstrong Station, West Penn Power Company, has two units, each
approximately 165 mw. No. 1 unit is a General Electric unit and was placed
in service April, 1958. The tubes inthe condenser are Admiralty. No. Z
unit is a Westinghouse unit and was placed in service June, 1959. The tubes

,in the condenser are aluminum alloy 3003-H14 A/clad. Each condenser con-

tains 9700 tubes 30’ long 1" O.D. with a .058" wall. The tubes in the top
row in No. Z condenser are stainless steel alloy 304.

The boilers are identical, each boiler being a Foster Wheeler boiler,

capable of delivering over, 1,300,000 lbs. of steam per hour at 1850 lbs.

pressure; 1000 superheat; 1000 reheat. The boiler wate conditions are

as follows: the pH of the boiler water was set to be carried between 10.5
and 11.0; coordinated phosphate control is maintained; the maximum silica

in the boiler water is set at 0.8 ppm and is usually carried at 0.4 or lower;

hydrazine is used for oxygen scavenging; the amount of hydrazine feed is

controlled bythe pH of the condensate. When first starting up No. Z unit

the pH of the condensate limits was set at. 8.5 to 9 0. Due to two tube
failures in.Febz’uary, 1960--one entirely mechanical, the second having the

appearance of ammonia corrosion on the steam side--it was decided to set
the pH limits of t/ae condensate between 8.0 and 8.5. An inspection made of
the tubes at the time of the failure and during the annual inspection showed
no visible attack on the steam side. The exterior of the tubes appeared to

be coated with a thin wash of ion oxide. The coating is so thin that it is

impossible to obtain a sample of it.

In May, 1960, it was decided to determine if any aluminum existed in

the boiler water. Between May, 1960 and October, 1960, when the boiler

and unitwere opened for annual inspection, fifteen analyses were made for
the aluminum in the boiler water. Eight of the fifteen analyses- showed higher
than 30 ppm of aluminum in the boiler water. The maxirnurn was found On

August 18, 1960 when 40 ppm was present. The boiler water analysis at this

time was: pH I0.6, phosphate as PO4 165 ppm, silica as SiOZ 0.04,
sulfate as SO4 I. 0 ppm, and copper as Cu -.045 ppm, conductivity was
506 micromhos.. The PO4 content was in considerable excess of that required.
According to the control curve, 48 ppm of phosphate was required to eliminate

any hydroxide. The analysis for hydroxide using the barium chloride method
indicated that 3Z ppm of hydroxide was present. A sample was then analyzed
using strontium chloride instead of barium chlorihle and the sample was heated
to boiling. This method indicated 3 ppm of hydroxidepresent. The amount of

ppm when using-th@..-bec.





method. In practically all tests the presence of hydroxide has been indi-
cated b7 this method when the aluminum content of the boiler water is
10 ppm or higher. The indicated presence of hydroxide raises this question.
Is the aluminum present as a cation or as an anion?

During the inspection, deposits were removed from the boiler and
from the turbine blades. The spectographic-microscopic examination of
the deposits from the steam drum showed the major constituent to be
metallic copper, a low major iron spinel, a high minor ferric iron
oxide, with traces of nickel oxide, hydrated ferric oxide, calcium carbon-
ate, magnesium compounds and aluminum compounds. The chemical
analyses showed copper as Cu 69/0, iron as Fe304 .Z/0 and nickel as NiO 7.

A small amount of deposit, approximately 30 grams, was turbined
from a division wall tube. The analyses of this. deposit showed the major
constituent to be cuprous oxide, low major iron spinel, high minor
ferric oxide, low minor calcium phosphate and metallic Copper with
traces of nickel, hydrated ferric oxide, silica as quartz and aluminum com-
pounds. Chemical analyses showed copper as Cu 49/, iron as Fe304and nickel as NiO

A deposit removedfrom the turbine blades 16th stage intermediate
pressure showed a major constituent of sodium aluminum silicate, a low
minor ferric iron oxide and trace amounts of phosphate and water soluble
material. The deposit from the blade in the 4th row low pressure spindle
showed the major constituent to be amorphous silica, a fair amount of sodium
compounds, a low minor of magnetic .iron oxide, slight amounts of aluminum
compounds, potassium compounds and trace amounts of ferric iron oxide and
hydrated ferric oxide.

The amount of deposit in the drum totaled approximately two quarts.
The amount turbined from the division wall tube was approximately 30
grams. The deposit on the turbine blades was very light and difficulty was
experienced in. obtaining sufficient for analysis

The boiler was replaced in service in November, 1960. Weekly
analyses of the boiler water were made to determine the concentration of
alurninum. The first two weeks the aluminum content varied between 4 and
.5 ppm. The pH of the boiler water varied between 9.0 and 9.5. After two
weeks of operation the aluminum content had increased to 4.9 ppm. The pH
of the water was 10.8. In three weeks the aluminum concentration had in-
creased to 9.7. The pH of the boiler water was 10.5. Until the end of
January, 1961, the aluminum content of the boiler water remained at 10 ppm
or lower with one exception of 11.25. The pH raige was between 10.4 and
10.7. At this time the boiler was out of service for a few days. When .starting-up the beiler, the ontent was 1.





March 7, .the aluminum had increased to 14.1 ppm. The pH was. 10.5.
On March 1, 1961 in an effort to lower the concentration of the boiler

water and obtain the benefit of improved steam quality with lower boiler
water concentration, it was decided to carry the pH of the boiler water
between 10.0 and 10.5. Several months after the inspection of the equip-
ment the turbine was water washed to restore the loss in efficiency. A
few samples of the wash water were obtained. The sanaples collected
did not represent the entire washing. The conclusion that could be
arrived at from the analyses of the few samples was that the material
removed from the turbine blades was high in aluminum. The water wash-
ing restored the efficiency of the turbine.

A copy of the boiler water analyses made from February 7 to June 5,
1961 are as follows:

Date pH Conductivity PO4 OH S_ Cu A1
2/7/61 i0.7 320 78 gO .--0 9. 75
2/13/61 10.4 250 66 Z .08 .060 15.00
Z/27/61 i0.8 370 74 0 .17 .050 8.75
3/7/61 10.5 275 74 Z .30 .050 14. 13
3/13/61 9.9 Z15 62 2 .20 .200 21.55
3/20/61 10.1 240 62 2 .28 .016 28.50
3/27/61 i0.4 221 44 2 .08 .056 27.00
4/4/61 i0.1 212 30 5 .06 .016 23.5
4/10/61 10.1 274 64 Z .04 .116 25.0
4/17/61 i0.0 ZlO 44 Z ..02 .022 25.0
4/24/61 10.3 255 54 2 .I0 .012 21.5
5/2/61 i0.2 196 36 4 .08 .008 19. O0
5110161 lO.O 102. .20 2. .07 .028 9.50
5/15/61 i0.2 137 34 2 .05 .012 8.50
5/23/61 9.8 82 ZZ Z .08 .040 7.55
5/29/61 9.8 75 16 2 .08 .005 9.50
6/5/61 i0. I 178 36 2 .08 .016 9.00

For some unexplained reason, at times the.aluminum concentration in
the boiler water increased when the pH was lowered. A survey was made
on all the aluminum analyses to determine the cause for this increase. With
the one exception when 40 ppm Was found at a pH of i0.6, all other analyses
when the concentration of alurninurn was greater than 25 ppm the pH of the
boiler water was between 9.9 and i0.5. This is illustrated in the change in
the aluminum content in the analyses for the dates 2/27/61, 3/7 and 3/13/61.
There were several occasions when a concentration of aluminum was high at
a pH of I0.5 or lower. When the pH of the boiler water increased to I0.8
there was an appreciable drop in the aluminum concentration as illustrated
during the period Z/7, Z/13 and 2/27/61. This information is offered as
something that has ot cited with any forminga-

"why" is





Several steam quality tests have been made using the sodium tracer
technique method. The indication of the tests that have been made is that
the amount of sodium found in the steam from No. 1 boiler varies between
1 and 4 ppb. With similar concentrations of boiler water and with aluminum
present in the boiler water the amount of sodium found in the steam from
No. Z boiler varies between 3 and 6 ppb, with occasional shots of lZ ppb
at Z ofthe 6 sample points on the saturated steam crossover tubes. Does
this data indicate that the presence of aluminum in the boiler water means
higher concentration of solids in the steam?

The boiler was removed from service for inspection on June 9, 1961.
It was replaced in service on. June 17, 1961. On June 23, a rear wall tube
failed due to hydrogen embrittlement damage. Following this a series of
failures and tube section replacements occurred. All damage was due to
hydrogen embrittlement. The boiler was acid cleaned and headers inspected
and deposits removed after the acid cleaning. The acid cleaning removed
primarily.iron and copper and some nickel. The deposits that remained in
the header were primarily iron, copper and nickel. On August 12, 1961,
the boiler was back on the line for continuous service. In no way could
aluminumbe connected with the embrittlement trouble.

This review is given with the intent of arousing interest and hoping
the comparison of d-ata from different companies may lead to the prepara-
tion of a worthwhile symposium showing the effects of aluminum in boiler
water. To date, several literature surveys have been made with the result
being negative as far as any information being obtained regarding the effect
of aluminum in boiler water.





TO: Gayle $arr

Charotta. North Carolina

FRO: a. X. lliott
ATR DIVISION

De,ember 19. 1974

ss-aco Corporation
North Charls_ston. Sou.h .Carolina

Dar Gayla:

Attached are copies of the metalZographic report on the
failed tube fret te Is. ! Itley ollsr for your transatttaZ to the
plant. Ttt8 turned out to be Just a case of corrosion fatlSue with
as evidence Of caustic embrtttlemeq. In addir-tou to the information
reported formally, Z had sih tak a look at the alcrootrueturs
under hsher maicatlon and he reports lmllr pearlite on both
the side of 44l.,4ve and 180" from the fracture line. Ths

course -’- the tube was not heated beyond the 900*F aro

Z" of hard to put together clrcumstanas hlch would

this boilJe dolvern8 so such stem into the flooded drum that
,the top s of tube8 ere carryg narly continuous quantities of
stems up top drum nd the third zm (the faled tube) alternately
carred jauand then slugs of water, If this condition aually
oceurrw, lt could have caused a there1 cycle of 300 or 400ewithout
exCeed the 00* luctt. Ths would be enough to create fatlsue and
tbat.,pledwith f1aboiZIn that u4ght occur during the steam pot-
tlon, the cycle, would create corrosXve coLttlon8 that ould focus

If ths was a case of strlcuechatcal fatigue
re fr t dr beg fi chored d tube
i eect the ra to be largely irerential. cracks
e e rom in h t circerentlal and

Cudl diract. 8 d8 t le out t ni1 possibilities,
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Cayle, all the above is pretty much of a Suese and if
you’ve got some ideas, I a sure that they have equal or batter
sibility of being correct.
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SUBJECT Failed Tube Section
Lab No. 4207 Received 11/25/74

A failed tube sectlon from the No. 2 Riley Boiler was recelved for
metallographlc examination.

The failure, whlch conslsted of a thlck edged wlde open burst,
(Fig. #i) was locatedin an area where the inside wall surface of the
tube was severely pitted. (Fig. #2) Several other short shallow cracks
were located adjacent to the edge of the prlmary failure.

Specimens, removed from the edge of the failure and 180 from .the
failure, were mounted, polished, etched and examined microscopically.
Photomicrographs were taken as follows:

i) Of the grain ’structure adjacent to the inslde wall surface
near the edge of the failure. (Fig. #3, 360X)

2) Of the graln,structure near the edge of the fallure midway
between the interior and exterior wall surface. (Fig. #4,
360X)

OBSERVATIONS

The cracks were blunt, transgranular and originated on the inslde
wall surface. (Fig. #3)

The grain structure adjacent to the edge of the failure did not show
evidence of plastic deformation (grain elongation). (Figs. #3 & #4)





Westvaco Corp.
Page 2

CONCLUSION

It appears that a combination of corrosion and fatigue were the causes
of failure as evidenced by the severe pitting on the inside wall surface
and the blunt transgranular cracks. The lack of plastic deformation along
the failed edge indicated that creep had not occurred.

H. K. Kolavick

December 17, 1974

l. L. Tempaski









Failed Edge

Grain structure adjacent to the inside
wall surface near edge of failure. 360X





Power  ngineers

By HELMUT THIELSCH

The power industry has been vitally

concerned with graphitization ever since

the brittle failure in a welded carbon-

raoly steel pipe in the main steam line at

the Springdale Station.of’the West.Penn
Power Company in danuary 1943. The

author presents a method for evaluating

severity of graphitization and provides

recommendations and techniques for re-

habilitation.

severe graphitization reduces consider-
abl) the ductility and toughness of the affected
areas, periodic examination of valve and pipe

ijints in high-temperature piping is essential to preveot
,stly failures and contingent danger to life and property.

For example, a recent routine examination of a main

tam line of a power p.lant revealed a in. deep crack

.ound t!m circumference of a 1/, in. thick yah’e-to-pipe
-i,t This crack, illustrated in Fig. 1, is in the heat-.
/,,

.tittered zone of the yah’e, parallel to and approximately

u in. away fro,n the weld metal. Examination under

e microscope established that this cracking occurred in

, severely graphitized zone which is shown in Fig. 2.

’urther embrittlement and propagation of the crack

tnight have resulted in a very serious failure in the maiu

team line. This valve has been replaced to remove this

hazardous condition.
Graphitization is associated primarily with carbon

steels in long-time service above 800 F and carbon-

l--Crack zone on valve side of "weld-
joint." Pipe on

valve.

Metallurgical Engineer Grinnell Company,
Providence, R. I.

Fig. 2--Photomicrograph of the graphitized zone in the
cracked valve material shown in Fig. 1. Heat-affected zone

on left; bass metal on right (500X)

molybdenum steels above 900 F. Rolled, forged or
cast materials prepared by a high-aluminum deoxidati,n

practice (over / lb A! per too of steel) usually arc cou-
sidered highly susceptible to graphitizatiou. The low-
aluminum deoxidized grades (less tlian ,, lb AI per ton
of steel) are considered fairly resistant to serious graphi-
tization, although they are not always Completely
illllUtlllC. In fact, a reeellt investigation of a coarse-

grained, silicou-killed steel used iu a pctroleutn refinery
iustallation showed heavy graphitization. In a steam

power system serious graphitization in a silicon-killed
steel so far has been fomld only in one installatit,m

Thus, it is advisable to xatnine periodically silicon-
killed steel pilfing.
Thus far t/ Cr_t/ Mo materials have shown re-

sistance to graphitization in service up to at least 950 1:.
Similarly, the Cr-/ Mo aml 1/, Cr-t/.z Xlu gratlcs
appear to be resistant up to about 1050 F, although at

these tcml)craturc levels very limited service tlat art.

available to date.
Rolled and f,,rgc(! carl)on, carbon-m(ly alld I,/ Cr-

t/ M0 steels, frtm which l)il)c for steam power systems
is fabricated, arc uow made by the steel mill with a (Ic-

oxidation l)ractice which limits the maximum permissible
aluminum adtlitit)u to /’ lb AI i)cr ton of steel.

Cast steels, as sctl in valve hi)flies of carbon and
carbon-moly steels, go,rurally are made by a mcltiug
pgctice with 2 lb or more aluminum per tm of steel.
The main rcanl for tiffs is that umlcr ordinary
comlitions this amouut of altuuiuum is necessary to prc-
vgnt ,?.thc molds. Although a few

:hAtmdricsJ to limit the aluminum





may be c.’msiderably more expensive. Since the addi-
tion of ,’4 per cent chromium and /2 per cent molyb-
denum is likely to inhibit serious graphitization, it is
nsually ecmomicai..to specify chrome-moly alloy valve
nmterials.

Si,ce castings, as a general rule, are likely to contain
more carbtm anti ahmfinum than the corresponding
grades of wrought or forged piping materials, the periodic
inspection of carl)on and .carbon-moly valve materials
is particularly important.

Metallurgical Considerations

;raphite is free carbon which has little strength, ve,
low ductility and very low resistance to mechanical or
thermal fatigue or shock. The physical metallurgist
considers its formation as a nucleation and rowth
process which takes place on long-time exposure at
temperatures above R00 F. Graphitization is the result
of the diffusiem and calescencc of atomic cation in solu-
ticm in the steel matrix and the decomposition and dif-
fusion of iron carbide (cementite) into ferrite and free
carbon and the subsequent diffusion and coalescence of
the latter.
When the raphite occurs in form of nodules dis-

tributcd at random throughout the steel matrix, its
effect upon the mechanical prnperties of the steel is
rather insignificant. However, where the graphite
segregates iu clusters of nodules alon z,mcs or forms
c,mtinu,us chains, the mechanical properties in the
aff:ctcd area may be cmgidcrably or even seriously
red tlced.
A narrow band .f particularly trustable carbide and

fcrrite supcrsatnr:ted with carl;on l(.nls to occur at the
extremity ,f the ht’at-affected zone in the regi-m where
Ihe lCml)eraturcs rcsultin fr-m the welding operation
reach alqwoxinmtcly 1323 to 1-123 F f-r a very short
time. Subsequent .prolonged service alcove S00"F may
cauge tmrticnlarly severe aphitiz:d.ion in this zn,
usu;01v abont / to , ill from the wehl.

’ff graphitization depends pritrily ufion
and therinal histor’ .For

would tend to increase the amount of graphite that
form.

Alloying or residual elements, which tend to form car
bide particles, inhibit graphitization. Thus, chromium.
molybdenum, manganese and vanadium are beneficial
If present in a sufficiently large quantity, these element:
may prevent graphitization. However, some of tht:
elements may be undesirable because of their effects uW
the velding characteristics of the steel.

Sampling
Because of the severe c.nsequences of failures in stea

power systems, many p,’)wer c:mpanies have in the
checked, and are periodically checking, the condition 0:|
welded joints in pipe and valve materials susceptible
graphitization.
The method most widely used c.nsists of removin,t|

boat-shaped slices from wehled joints by means of
so-called "weld-prober,’" illustrated in Fi. 3. The slit
is" taken across the weld and shguhl iuclude at least !:
to in. of base metal at each side of the weld. Typicd
examples are illustrated in Fig. 4. When properly pre-
pared, the wehl-prnbe slice provides sufficient materit
for a Inetallographic exalnination and one bend test.
Fig. 5. Pipe or valve sections of Such dimensions as l0
make attachment of the Weld-prober impos.ible may
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tc(itfirc Sl)cci;d sccti()niug l)rocc(lures, as trcl)anni,)g

drilling (see Fig. 1).
tJi)o removal of the slick from the pipe, the cavity

is filled by are welding, Fig. (J. This is often follovcd

by a metallurgical heat treatment, usually at stress-

relieving temperatures. Where rehabilitation of the

l)il)hg system is c()ntemplated, the heat treatment may

bc omilted ()r deferred until the weld-probe spcchncn has

cn examine(l. For example, if graphitizatkm is found

t,) bc sufficiently severe to necessitate immediate re-

habilitation of the accted joints, the final metallurgical

heat treatment w)uld also place the joint into the proper

stcsS-rclicved c()nditiOn a required by the various

For ccOllOllliC rcaSOllS) Ollly OllC S])cCilllelI iS ordinarily

/clllovcd from the weld joint. However, since the

;0tount and type of graphitization nl-ty vary around

the circumference of the pipe joint, the remowtl of two

or three specimens is advisablel)articularly where

tm)(lerate t() severe gral)hitizatin is suspected. In par-

titular, in cast valve stcels where deoxidation was made

in the rutmcr box, the alttmintm distribution tends to be

tt()t_tfifiform. The resulting dillcrcnces in the stability

.f the me(allurgical structure may cause a considerable

variation in the "degree" of graphitization.
Although it may often be sufficient to examine only

,tic end of a l)il)e, differences in the stress, wchling and

p,)st-heating con.ditins may have resulted in different

degrees ()f gral>hitization at each pipe end, s() that

sampling of both eds is a(lvisttblc. ()n cast valve:

steels, it is 1)articularly (lcsirablc t() examine both

because of the grcatcr possible varktti(m in the

tion of the material.

(;riMing Gro[h@ittion

Since the dcgrcc ()f severity, (i.e., the level of

of each joint in a steam power systcln}, (lcpcnds Ul)()ll

the form, sht.l)e and distribution of the graphite particlcs,

a relative classilication is n()t ret(lily acc()ml)lishcd-

Also, there is no sharp lclincation IJctwccn "severe"

"m(hlcratc" gral)hitizati()n’
The 1)h()tomicr()gral)hs ;ud I)cnd tests ()btainc(I l’,)m

a weld-probe Sl)cchncn lc;tvt’ r()()m f()r cmsi(Icr;d)lc

rude of itcrl)rctatin’ Careful analysis of such a(hli-

tional operational factors as teml)crature mtd pressure

cycling, thermal ()r mechanical fatigue mid shock, ex-

ternal loading, section thickness, etc., is also llCCCssttry.

When of signific;tnt maguitu(lc, these factors may con-

tribute to a reduced level of safety of mild or m()dcnttly

gral)hitizc(I piping.
On tlcl)asis of the 10 years ()f research in the lztt)()r:t-

t()ries of the Grinncll Company, a grading system ()f

graphitized zones has bccn established which is illttstratcd

in- Fig. 7.
The micr()structurcs h()wn in Fig. 7 gcuer;tlly cor-

respond to the f()llowing bend angles (test strips bent to

the point where a )/ in. long crack is first obscrvtd

the heat-affected zone)

(;ral)hitc ()bscrvc(I Bend

i Microstructurc ;\nglc

Mild
()vet 90
45 ..90’"

Mo(lcratc
30 -’15

lleavy
15-3()evere

Extremely severe Below 15

(dangerous)





(n) "Very miM" ’ral)hitizatinn.

() "Mihl" graphititio..

IOOX









rcwl.l(llii iClVc Oll y 115 .Cllll)wlry c , ) ,)w le wt. iI1 op(
The coutinuous use of um.terials s.sceptille to graphi-

tizatiou sh-uhl Ix’ a(’cmq:micd by periodic ex:mfiuatiou
i weld-prol)e specimens to study the pr,gress of graphi-
tizalion. The results of such periodic studies also
assist iu the selection of a suitable ruhabilitation pro-
cdtre.

OI.Ut t, N I-IEAT TREATMENT

The solution heat treatment consists of heating the
graphitizcd area to al’)ovc the upper critical (transforma-
tion) temperattre of the steel. At these temperatures
the "fcrritic" steel has transformed into an "austenitic"
steel in which the graphite will dissolve. Upon subse-
quent cooling, the carbon will again be iu "solution" or
will form ccmcntite particles. A commercial solutiou
heat treatmcnf consists of heating for two to four hours
at temperatures between 1700 and 1750 F, depending
upon the type of steel aud the degree of graphitizatiou.
This is followed by controlled cooling to 1000 F at a

rate of 30f] to q00 dc F per hr.
The major vlvaulagc of this prcedure is tlmt it is lcs

Costly [han rcwclding or the replacement of pipe or
vflve sections. However, where long operating periods
of five, tcu or even mre years are involved, the solution
heat treatment provides, at best, only a temporary cure.
It is gencr:flly accepted that graphite will re-form more
rapidly and in less time iu the soluti,n ilcattreatcd, heat-
affected z-no thau it did in tim original stress-relieved
weld. It is a.ls believed tlmt the s-flution of graphite
during the solution heat treatmcut leaves small voids in
the steel matrix. These voids coutinuc to act as local
stress raisers s that the solution heat treatment does
n.l improve materflly the ductility and toughness
wer that of the previously graphitized area. Thus,
subsequent, re.raphitization duriug service is likely to
further weaken the material. For these reasous the
slutiou heat treatment .is now rarely, if ever, recom-
meuded.
fhe large utility company, baying first solution heat

treated one steam pwer system, decided subsequcutly
to cut trot all wchls aud heat-affected areas and reweld
the entire system. Rewelding in the .first place would
have becn considerably less costly.

IEWELDING I (RAPHITIZED AREA
In this procedure the graphitized area is first removed

by flame or arc grooving a,d/,w grindi,g and is rcwchled

In tile case of moderate grltl)hitization, partial remov]
of the graphitized, area may bc adctltmte. The gr,)vt
is cut to.about /’ in. from the backing ring on the insidt
diame.ter of the pipe or vfilve. Where graphitizati0
has occurred only on one side ()f the weld, as may be tht
case i, the valve side of pipe-to-valve joints, the pm
cedure illustrated in Fig. , sh-uld bc followed. \Vher
graphitization has occurred (u! both sides of the weld.
the recommended procedure is illustrated in Fig. 9
The new groove is approximately ,/. to / wider th;r
the origiual groove.
The advantage of this proccdure is that fit-up, gromt’

protccti,n and back-nl) arc not required. Of course.
.proper supporting of the piping is essential in order t,

prevent cracking in the wehl area ;rod not disturb the
cold spring (prestress) in the pipe line at room tempei
attire. It must be realized that a small zone 0f graphi-
tized steel remains at the root of the new weld deposil
Where the degree of graphitizatiou has been sufficiently

heavy to reduce seriously the ductility and toughness
the grai)hitized area causing cracking to occur in bc,d
specimens at an auglc of less than 45 (leg, it may be
advisable to remove COmllletely the heat-affected
weld areas. The cut cads should then be pulled .t,-
gerber, fitted-up and rcwelded as ilh,stfated in Fig. 10.
lu rigid systems it may be desirable to buihl up the
groove faces with weld metal (sometimes called "butter-
ing") and grind to obtain a staudard edge preparatio
prior to the final welding opcration of the two ends.
Where necessary, suitable pipe sections should be

serted, preferably of t/ Cr_t/ Mo, Cr-t/ ]V[o or I/ Cr-
/ Mo steel to replace one or several removed sections,
as illustrated in Fig. 11. Generally, the ll/ Cr-/
gr(les are.most readily available.

In due time graphitization may reoccur in the
heat-affected zones adjacent to the weld. Depending
upon the materials inwdved and the postheating cycle.
the rate of graphitization in the new lrcat-affected zones
may be reduced considerably. If the estimated safe
operating life exceeds the planned operating life of the
steam power system, the rewelding procedure may well
be the most economical.

REPLACEMENT OF PIPF, OR VALVE ECTIONS

In pipe or valve matcrlals which are very suseeptihle
to gral)hitlzatitm aud Which slv)w graphite in the pipe

L
Fig. 8--Sketch illustrating procedure [or partial grooving
out and rewelding of oint with graphitization on one side

of the weld

/ARIA TO lie

__-’L";i

Lr2’APH,TZZED ONtS

Fig. 9--Sketch illustrating procedure [or partlal groovinl
out and rewelding oi oint with graphitization on both

sides of the weld
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Fig. lO--Sketch illustrating procedure for complete (o)

rooving.out and (b) rewelding of joint with graphitization
on both sides of the weld

or valve rectal as well as serious graphitization in the

heat-affected zone, it may be advisable to replace com-

pletely the graphitized components. Bend specimens

which fail at an angle of less tlmn 15 dog usually indicate

that the degree of graphitization is extremdy severe.

Where pipes and valves.are replaced, the use of t/= Cr-

t,( Me, Cr-/ Mo or /4 Cr-/ Me materials should

considered. The replaced sections are not likely to

We further graphitization troubles. Little or no further

mpliug is required. Moreover, improved, design and

fabrication practice of present-day piping and valve

fystems resul ts in lower pressure drops and higher quality

joints so that higher eciencies and lower maintenanc

can be obtained.

pt)STIIEAT TREATMENT

After the welds have been completed, a nmtallurgical

heat treatment is generally employed which consists of

heating the weld area to 1300 to 1350 F for four hours.

This heat treatment retards future graphitizatiou. Re-

,recurrence of graphite in carbon-moly pipe welds when-

heat treated in this manuer, if at all, usually is in the

widely scatterednodular form. Subsequent heavy

,raohite concentrations in the heat-affected zone are

Tartly ronnd.

Recommemling Rehabilitation

Rehabilitation by (1) removal of graphitized area iu

h&tt-affectcd zone by (a) partial or (b)complete grooving

,ttt and rvwdding trr (2) the replacement of graphitized

pipe or wdve sccti,ms is usually advisable where the

grce of gral)hitization is found to be heavy, severe

extremely severe. Becattsc the most suitable method

varies with each particular steam power ystem, a

definite recommendation e;tmtot be made on the basis of

laboratory exmniuation alone. The prol)cr method

ram be dcfcrmin,’d ouly after a careful review and

evaluation of the economic and operational factors such

as operating and peak temperatures and pressures,
cvclittg, thermal or mechauical fatigue and shock condi-

tions, expected service life, retirement of the particular

-steam power uuit, etc. The overall comlition of the

Fig. l--Sketch illustrating inserting o[ pipe section to

compensate [or several weld joints completely grooved out,

pulled togsther, fitted-up and rewelded]

advisable to cut out completely the respective vcltl

joints and heat-alTcctctl zont.s its illustrated in Fig. II.

Where only oue joint sh-ws "hc;tvy" graldfitizati,n,
partial grooving out alld rcwchlmg nlay be sullicicnt.

For tile Imrl)ose of illustration ouly, example rccom-

nmu(lations are given below for a particular steam i)t)wer

system. The following Ol>crational characteristics art.

assumed for this hylmthetical installation:

Total opera.tion
Expected future operation
Ol)er:tting teml)eraturc
Operating pressure
Shutdowns
Conditions for severe ther-
ma! slmek

Exposttrc to mechanical vi-

brations
Piping material

Deoxidation practice

Pipe size

Wall thickness

100,000 hr
150,000 hr
N90--915 F.
970-980 psig
2 per year

.Negligible

Negligible
Carbou-nioly
(ASTM A2(16)

2 lb aluminu,n

per toe of steel
12 iu. nora.

(12a/ in. OD)
1.3 in. (shednlc liO)

The folh)wing reeonuncmhttious might bemade:

Degree of
Graphitizatiou
None

Mild

Moderate

Hea,y

Severe

Extr-cmcly severe

Reeonmended
Rehabilitation

Take anotlier weld-plebe speeinmn
aftcr.20,00f30,000 hr of service.

Take ano.ther weld-prol)e specimen
after S000--10,000 hr-f service.

Gouge ott (partially) heat-affected
z(nle ald rewchl.

Cut out (completely) heat-affected
ZOllC luld reweld.

Replace respective piping or valve
materials at next scheduled
shutdown. Check affected-nut-
tcrials for cracks.

Present condition of material
tremcly hazardous. Check for

cracks, make immediate repairs
alld replace illZt{clials Its SOlll

icplatremet scctigns can

obtained..

\Vhere a system is subject to severe theruu, )r

ellanieal sh()ck, tile itl)ovc recommeudatios might

tiai .grooving
ion on both

:, I l- many joints show "lieavy’ gral)hitizati(m, it fftay e the steam power system.

5 :-- ’3 ’C:.: : ,,;.d

whole steam lXower unit must be ensidered also. If include radiogral)hic and magnetic particle insl)cction of

.,?.




